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ABSTRACT 
~his ~tudy was conducted to assess the volume and \ 
nature of the .treatment of education by the press and thB 
public, as-contained in tpe opinionated sections of daily~ 
newspapers. The researcher also sought to determine the 
~ nature of the relationsh~p between press coverage and p'ublic 
comment on educational 'issues • 
"" Th.{ data for the study were ·obtained by examinidg 
~ the opinionated sections - editorials, columns, letters to 
I 
the editor, .and articles - published in the three daily 
n~wspapers of Newf9undland and Labr~dor during a. five-ye.ar 
., 
. . 
. 
period, from January 1, · 1979 to December 31, 1983.' All items J 
concerned with primary, · e lemen tacy, and secondary e'd~a tion ·' 
' . , ) d 
~;.le ~~lassified in order to make possible ·a description of 
the volume and nature of the treatment. 
j ·-
. ... 
Some of the gen_e_r _a_l_ finding~ which resu.l.t.ed- frorn-- ---- --!_--
.'; 
; I 
this analysis were: 
1. ~ The volume of press and· public exP,.ressions 
directed towards education fluctuated over 
the period, the .amount Pbeing .pro~ortion-~e 
• 
to the .degree of 9ontroversy s~rrounding 
.·: 
specific issues at a particular time. 
2, . Al,hough much press coverage and public 
co~ was classified as being critical of 
educational decisions-and practices, almost· 
' . 
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:ith" of tiese i terns were aimed ' at. 'improving the-
# 
. ' .. . . . : .. quall. t,y ·.~educatl.bn. 
• 
' ,. 
" . 
·. 
• , I' ' 
3 . . · Issues related ·to teacliers, 'the curriculum, and.-:· 
' t I J , 
9chool administration ranked among the top ~o·ur 
issues in volume w:i, th both p'ress coverage and 
Public cominept .. l · • 
4. Stuoent-related issues-were treated favourably 
by the pr.ess •·an;d the pUblic. The !>ress were 
completely supportive of denominat~onal education~ 
while public contributors gave ·favourable 
treatment to teacher-related rn~tters. 
majority of press coverage and pub! ' 
. """' 
was cla~sified as being critical towards 
the curriculum, and the reorganized high school 
program. 
' .~ 
5. Public contributors were more. prone than members ~ 
of the press to voice strong. positions on issuesJ.--~·- • · 
. ~- - .- . " 
the forme~ embodying more critical, more 
supportive, and less neutral statements than ·the 
latter. 
6. Press and public responses to previously-p~lished 
i terns were predominantly contrary' to opi nions 
voiced by the instigating wr{ters. · However; 
members of the P+ess tended to agree with the 
instigating items more often than did publ i c 
respondents. 
. ' 
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· '• INTRODUCTION : . 
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The Nature of =the Study.. ... 
. •• ,·' : . I ' _I\.. ' .,__ ·lo.. ' . .. 
\ , 1, " . . . . . . . . ' 
. · · . Researchers sug<Jest bhat public opiniOIJ has bot~ . 
• • • 0 • 
,,. • • • • ~ ' • • • .to • • • • • • • 
influenced, 'an'd been influenced by, the mass .media in .. 
. . . 
. :: g~nera! an.d' newspape'rs in pa~tic~lar. · .If any· poin~ ~f view· . 
" / . : . ' . . . 
' is· to, be . effective in influenqing ' the oplnion : o·f. ·o,thers.,. a - ~ .. · . 
·.. .. ·. \ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
qommunicat~on ~~twfrk .must be pres~nt · to. pe~it an exch~nge ·· 
o~ . idea:s t~ t:~k~,{~ia.ce •. . The p:~;ess is· an ··espec'ially. \ ' 
, · , ... 
, , appropriate medium for -e·xamination of the interact-ive proce~s 
. ; ) . 
1 -~ .-. & 
·, . 
, ' ... 
·' 
., ~ · ., 
... 
i 
· j 
, . 
; . 
' ;.: ~ 
~ · 
. j • 0 
! '~ 
.i • 
•' -! 
~. 
. . . 
' 
' • ,, . 
. ~ . .1 J • 
. • • ' : ~ ,c. 
·:: . . .. :.·' 
. . ~ : 
. ~ . 
'• .. 
. ,
' . 
~ : -1, ·betwe'en the ~.<:!dia arf'd the publ~c. .Newspapers seek not 'oriiy · · 
. . I ' . f 
.• 
·. ·\:. ~6 disseminate factual info~ation·· to /he .,p~lic throtgh th_e 
· ·regular reporting of .'events, but also to mould public opinion 
. . . 
. . . . ·. . ' . . . .. . 
. tprough ·sect~ons ·such as .editorials and colWmns • • I~ additio~, 
' . . 
·. hewspape~s pr6vide a foru'J't._.._ · particul~tly the "let'ter~ ~ to the 
' . . ..• 
editor" section -:-- through which memb~r~~of t~e, P}a~ii~ . may 
· ~xpress . their viJws. ~ 
: o ' I • ' 
... 
-. -. :,!.) .. , The .presence of this two-way. flow of information . 4nd 
. ! , • 
,_. comment makes the more OpiniOI:lated.page.s Of newspapers a 
\ 1
charles R. F~ster Jr., Editorial 1reatment of 
Education in the American Press {New.York: AMS Press, 19J~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
p. 9 • . 
' ,, 0~ _, .- .. . (' 
Mitchell E. Shapirc;>, Wenrpo~th Williams, "Agenda Setting.' 
in the -1982 U .linois Gub.ernatorial Campaign", ~aper Presertted 
at the Annual Meeting ~f the~Central _ States,Speech Association 
· (Lincoln, Neb. : Apr il 7-.. 9, -19 83 ).-. · - · · 
. .. . / . 
. ·• . . walter.H • . worth, ",Mi · Analyais of Editorial Treatment of 
r Education in the Alberta Press II ( Unpubli£Jhed Master Is Thesis I 
· university of Alb'erta, 1952),· 'p. s . · 
1 r ft ~ • 
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- .. ~ . 
. . 
.. . I 
• 
• ' 
, ; I 
~· . 
' . 
; c Ill" 0 
valuabl~ source i~~he investigation oJ any area of general 
public concern 'nd. 'interest. . '!'he ed!lcational s;tstem is an 
, area of-immediate· concern to the public. Every individual 
.. . - , 
has direct dealings_ wi _:.~ the schoo_l for varyjn~ pe!=iods of 
u ' . ' 
time, to say:nothing ot tne many indirect asso~iations 
• • between that institution and society at l:ar~e. Hence; if 
there is a relationship·b~tween. media ~overage and public~ 
. I . ~ . 
i /"" . 
response, one would 'expect , it to become visible. in rna tters 
pertaining to education. 
A recent study condUcted by Shapiro and Willia~s 
I 
2 
... 
• , concludes· that "the more· coverage an issue receives, the more 
-.:.. , . 
.. 
•. 
important the public perceives that issue to be". 2 It found 
that during the 1982 Illinois Gubernatorial Campaign the 
fl ' 
.issues upon which the mass media placed great emphasis were 
. . . 
. . 
.highly correlated with perceived importance by the voters. 
This possible "agend~ ~etting" function of the media . has 
implieations for al~ social institutions -- especiaily the 
•, 
educational system, whose direction and pace of change are 
. arguably the resul·t of decision makers • perceptions of pu):)lic 
opinion. ~his power of the press has been recogni~ed by 
_pressure group~ wh~ r~.eek to influence educational decision 
. ' · ' 3 •' 
'... . 
. 1 '· . 
making. Thus, the potential of this medium can range ·from 
~ ·~ 
'Soil • ' • 
. i • ! 
. j ' } . 
. , I 
. 
[ 
l \ . 
\ 
' . 
·• 
·.._;. \~---"""--:y • 
'!2 Shapiro ·and Williams, loc. cit • 
~ 
,. . 
·~ ··~ ' 3Roger Baskerville,' "Increasing Visib~lity of Rural 
and small Schools: PblitiC'al Organization ... _ An Alternative", 
Paper Presented to ·t~e Rural Education conference! 
'Manhattan, Rs.: Novembei 16, 1981. 
-. \ 
.I 
----.-....... .... ·-·· ·- ·-.. --·-.. --------------~---------------..... -
' · 
, . 
, · . 
• 
•. 
3 
a strong ally to an equal~y powerful·adversary, depending on 
• .1-
th~ nature and intensity of its position. 
. . 
Acceptin9 this' premise, the significance of the press 
as aq - infl~ence o~ and reflection of the public wiLl should be 
of acute intere~t to educators. h . d . h ·" . t To t 1s en , t e 1nvest1ga or 
sought to determine'the nature and strength of the relation-
ship betw~en the media and publ~c opinion with respect to 
• educational issues. The ~proach utilized consisted of an 
examination of the three daily newspapers of Newfoundland and 
Labraaor durin~ the past five years. This analysis sought to 
ascertain the extent to which public comment (as exemplified 
through letters to the editor and articles) is influenced by, 
in response · to, or the instigator of coverage by the media (as 
demonstrated by newspaper editorials and columns). Thus, by 
' 
assessing the volume and natu~ of the treatment accorded 
education by both ~he public and the press, a more precise 
uriders~anding of the relationship ·be~ween the two components 
~ 
.should be acquired. 
I 
' Because of the possible impact of the press on the• 
development of education, an improved understanding of the 
nature of the relationship between the press and the public 
I 
.. 
viewpoint would l?e beneficial to any involved in the fi'eld . 
... ... _ 
The educational system o_perates within the ~ocietal dom~ain 
and, to a certain degree, is dependent upon governmental 
directive. Political decision makers, especially elected 
officials, are apt to place much emphasis upon public opinion. 
----·-----···- .. . -. - ··· - - - - . .,. . ·- - - ·- ·- ·-· . ··-----------
·' 
j 
< 
' ( 
I, 
~ 
. f -
I i.. 
~~-
' ~-
.l 1'' 
I ~-: if 
.. 
I .,• 
-· 
' 
~ ' , •. 
,._ . . 
\ 
' . 4 · 
' , 
_Accordingly, if the _public will : is interpreted as being ultra-
supportive of a certain position tlien th'1t pos~tion .. w~l~ -al~~:~t---
.. 
\ 
assuredly receive serious consideratio~.by deci~ion makers •. 
\ ... 
Statement of the Problem ................ ' 
The problem'addressed·by this study is twofold.and 
may be ~onsidered in . te~ms'of the following two general 
' ' I · 
qu~stion~ and .1re ~ore specific inquiries contained .in each: 
· . ..I. Wh~t : .~s · the na~ux:e of press . coverage of educ?ttion? 
• 
.. 
What was the extent of press coverage of 
education over the period? 
- Whi~h particul~r issues generated most cov~rag&? 
r ' 
- How did the ·press tre~t education generally and 
sp~cific issues in particular? In oth~r - word;: 
was the press supportive, neutral or critical? 
- What are the similarities/differences in 
,.. . 
~ treatment of education by the different 
newspapers? 
II~ What is the. nature bf public comment and its 
relationship to press cover~g~? . 
What was the extent of public comment on ' 
educational issues? 
- What issues in education are· addressed most 
frequently by the public? . 
Is public corrunent about education generally 
supportive, neutral or critical? 
~ 
- ·To _what extent are positions espoused by the ~ .. i4. 
public compatible with those of the press? 
-To what degree does public.comment result in 
. press coverage and vice-versa? 
--- --------
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Theoretical Framework. 
The investigator suspects that there is a direct 
' ' 
relationship between press treatment of a pa+ticular issue 
'and pub~i~ opinion towards that issue. Coverage of subjects 
. ' 
by newspaper personnel (editors, columnists, etc.) are read 
and ' sornetimes respo.nded to by m~mbers of the general public 
• I 
· (through letters to the editor or spec~al articles) in the 
newspaper. This ' simple model illustr~es sam~ of the various · 
'interactions between the press .and the ,public: 
. \ 
-
' 
l Political De.cision Makers I . 
. , 
' 4 ' «.. I r\ 
" , ... ~ -
. 
~ -, 
,, 
. 
' 
I . 
-
. I Editorials, . 
' \ / · . Columns 
I ~ ,. - · I ~ ~~ " I / . ... 
Press 
..; Public 
Treatment ' .. Conunent 
' 
v ' 
' 
v· 
/ . Letters to \.. 
' 
' · 
the Editor, I 
f ... . \Articles 
' 
. 
. 
~ I I •: 
' \ 
. 
' 
1/ 
Makers I. . ' I Political Decision . ... 
' :· 
~-·- -~-· · - · ··---~ 
.• 
• . 
I 
' I j. 
··t 
. ! 
• 
1 
! 
. \ 
·' 
I 
\ 
l 
. . 
! ' 
' 
l ._. 
I 
·~ ' 
l:; 
I' 
! 
! 
. ; 
! ' 
- '--:-.! 
' · . 
. 
I 
. 
. 
' · 
( 
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.. 
Accordin_g to the pre'ceding 
., 
. flows among all of,the components. 
diagram, information· 
For ·e,~ample, · .the editor 
! . 
determines a position on an issue h~/she . deems~orthy of 
comment. \ This . personal op_inion is then pubiished as· an 
' \ 
editorial~ wnich may be _-perused by political ·-decision makers 
\ . 
and the general public~ If members of the paper's readership 
. \ . 
I • . 
feel ~trongly about the issue (or another matter) they may · 
make their views known through the letters to the editor or 
. ' 
special article sections. Such expressions then come to the 
• 
attention of political decision makers·, newspaper. personn~l 
and the general public and may indeed ' sti~late additiona~ 
comment from any of the parties involved. , 
\' The abov.e model is based on the . assumption that there 
' I 
' · ~. 
are interacting influ~nces among its various components. This 
. 
StUdy SeekS tO determine the, d~r.ectiO}l 1 Strength and nat.Ure Of 
, . 
such interactions. · 
Significance of the Study 
The findings of this study ~hould be of importance to i 
educators, political action ·groups, and .indeed any individual 
. ' 
or group interested in 'the systems. of~communication and 
' f • - ' , ' ,. 
influence through the news media. The -data will serve · to 
p 
enhance the existing body of .theoretical knowledge related to 
\ 
the media and public opinion. In addition·, this research 
... 
should be of·practical benefit to. those who wi~h · to .avail of 
•the media or whose fortunes are somehow connected with ·public \' .. 
\ 
.. 
/ f 
.. 
, 
I 
) 
.... 
·• 
,. 7 
;. 
. opin~on. wit.h improved insigh.t into the press as an 
influence, on and reflection of public· opinion, individuals · 
\ 
would be in a superior position in determining ·whether and · 
how to utillze the media. 
Historical research, such as . t~e present study, is 
.. 
of value to the entire fie.ld of educ"ation. "It is necessary 
to know and understand educational accomplishments and 
. . . 
trends of the past in order to gain perspective of present 
and fu~ure ~irection~:"4 Oeterminin~ the nature of the 
trea.tment o.f education by the press arid the public "':ill 
. , 
provide the educator with the rare opportunity of·looking at 
his/her "working wotld 11 through the eyes of· outsiders ... 
Conseque.ntly, such information ~an be beneficial to educators ., 
because "·· .• an awareness of how people perceive education is 
imp9rtant to all . those who have to respond to current I 
pres~ures"~S Furthermore, an ana~ysis of the relationship 
between the press and public comment should assist the 
. . . ... . 
educator in recognizing the media as a force which cannot 
... # • . 
affordably be overlooked in the socio-politic~l framework 
in which the educational enterpri~e must operate. 
4Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral 
Research (New York: . Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973) 
·p. 702. 
5P.J. Warren, Public Attitudes Towards 
in Newfoundland and La rador, 1983 (Department of 
Educational Aaministratlon, Faculty of Education, 
University of Newfoundland, 1983), p, 2 .• 
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Definition \of Terms 
., .. 
. ~ 
i 
Media. 
. •' 
A channel .of publi~ comrnunfcation, such as 
the ·press. \ 
. ~- . .. Ne'wspapet.:s . and those connected ~i·f-h their 
editors and columnists. • / 
' I • 
Press e. Discussion of topics 'by newspaper ;;;..;;;.~~~~=~ 
personnel in sections .such as editorials and columns •. 
'Public Comment. Publication in new'spap.ers ' of . 
expressions by membe~s of the genera~ public. This would 
.. ~~ ~ 
usual!~ be revealed thtough letters to the editor, but 
sometimes in .spec.ial articies ·as well~ 
.. ;.;./ 
~upportive. Favourable or ·commendatory· in nature • . 
·a 
Esse.n$:ially declarations of beliefs in the v~lue of educ'ati.Q~, 
,;,..,,.& .... M~ . 
. or i~ praise of the work of the educational system. 
t ~r~~ · 
I (,!:~~·:J • 
Neutral. · Comment/~over~ge which discusses issues or 
. 
topics .in the field of ·education, without · clea.rlY.. taking' 
· sides. -
Critical. Attacks on the system. Questioning the 
value of quality education,.or urging changes. from prese~t 
practices. 
. ' 
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Review .of Related Literature and .Reseaxch 
Attempts to survey existing ·writings related to 
this study were hampered by an appa+ent .-scarcity of 
references to research of this nature. However, a number . 
' 
. 
of s·ources were located · which substantiated the utility 
\ 
and legitimacy of _ newspapers· as a basis for empirical study. 
·The present research study relied upoz:l ·historic~! 
. . .. 
9 
: methodology as the predominant technique. It may be . ~rgued 
that h~s.to:riography has a necessary relev.ance to.· all the social 
scie'n.ces and · to the formulation of public and I>rivate .policies 
for these reasons: 
.. ~. 
' . 
• 
1.· All the data used in t~ocial 
sciences •• • and in the formulation of 
public and private policies a+e drawn 
nom records ~, experience ~n, or 
writing about ~e past. 
2 • . All policies respecting human 
- affairs, public or private .~. · involve · 
interpretations of or assumptions about 
the past. 6 . 
. 
In the social sciences · and humanitie.s , press coverage 
. •.. 
has been documented in various studies. For example, Grusky 
wanted "to investigate the relationship bet"!''een admini strative 
succession and subsequ~nt change in group perf~rmanc~;, -- ~ 
7o. Grusky, "Managerial Successi on and Organizational 
Effectiveness", American Journal of Sociology,. LXI X; 1963, 
pp. 21-31. 
.. 
' f 
__ ......... ______ "')_, ________ _ 
. . 
(. 
" l ' ~ 
., 
; 
·' 
I ' 
•• 
. · ·. 
' . 
i' l That study analyzed: spprts pages · a~d . a~so~iate~ records to 
I . 
detepnine the pe;rformance of .various _p.rofess.ional' · f<?otba~~ 
• • • • :' • • • • • L" ' ~. 
and baseball teams, wi~h respec~ ·to th~ timing of changes .· 
. I . . 
in' coaches an~. managers. In a \, similar vein, Coleman 'and 
' . 
Neugarten resorted to newspapers (and particulariy ·repolts 
, .• ,. ' ~ , I 
, ' . 
of social events) as a useful source of in.formation . in r • 
studying the uppe.r clas~. 8 '. 
In 1937,' Foster cotnplet~d a thesis entitled Editorial" 
. ' .. . 
. . ' 
Treatment of .Education in othe.American Press. His analysis ·of 
twenty-five selected newspapers was the first in-d~pth attempt 
ft 
to examine the press: in terms ofth~ .nature'and volume of its 
. t-reatment of education •. ·_ Foster concluded that the majority of: ' 
editorials were favourable towar ds edudation, ~nd that rnucQ of 
the editors' attention centered on school finanle and college 
football.- 9 ·\ · 
Resear_Gll·_ s~ilar _to the Foster project:; :-ria most. 
--------------~~ I • 
'+ • 
useful in the selection and organ~zation of the present 
' . 
. . 
study, was .conducted by Worth in 1952. His examination of 
editorial treatme~t in Alberta util ized aa instrument of : 
data collection which was modified for use in .the present 
research. · _Wor.th conce'ntrated on ·.six Albe~e1 daily newspape_rs 
> over a five~year period ·(1945-50). His study..identified 
• •o 
issues perceived. as important ~y the editors and found that,. 
' 8Eugene Webb, Unobtrusive Measures (Chicago : Rand, 
McNaily and company, 1966)., p. 77. ' · 
9Foster, ~· cit.·, p. 37. 
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in ~enet:a_l. , the editorials ended ~to look favourabty upon 
rnos~ ·educational issues,~~ 
• 
\ . \ 
. · The past two decades have witnessed·a growing': 
empbasi~ ~pon .the.study o~ress .and its · ·treatm~nJ; ~f 
education. 11 On the one han~, Dickson found that a majority · 
. 
·of the publ.ish~rs c;nd e.ditor wer~ ·~satisfied with I'~~sent · 
. . 
coverage of education ·and did not consider it desirable.or 
, ', . . . . .. . . 
feasible to publisr:::J'iona weekly education news 1 
'12 . . \ ' ' . . . . ! 
supplement". . On the.~ her ?'and, a. ,1981 , survey of newspapet: 
editors' on trends in· edticatioJa~ news ~coverage indicated. that 
many newspapers ~ ·~xpand.ing' lan~ d.mprqv~ng their co.~erage 
a~d are .coveri.ng a v;ri'ety o1;_~duc~tional actiy;tie-~ •13· 
. . : \ ; " 
• ~ . , I 
1 0wort~, 5!£. £!:!:. , . PP : ·\ 6-7 ·. 
11During the"' period 1963 to· 1972 at ·least · seve'n 1 
doctoral dissertations were cotrtpleted on various -aspects 
of the press and ed~cation. A minimum of six additional 
theses have been written. in thi1s general area since 1972. I . , . 
I . 
12James P. Dickson, "A Study of the Perceptions 
of· Publishers, Editors and Education ·Reporters Related 
to the Desirability and Feasibiiity of Three Approaches 
to Increasing Newspaper Coverage ·'of American Education ~' 
(Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Ohio U~iversity, 1975). 
' ' . . 
. \ 
13Ernest c. Hynds, "New~paper . Education coverage 
Has ~een Expanded, Improved", Newspaper Research· Journal, 
Vol ·. 2, No. 3, (April, 1981). 
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·Tlie ·significance of newspaper_s as a to~i of 
. 
communication is further attested to by Buffett in Developing· 
I ! 
a ·school-Community communications Program, ·which d~signates 
the press as h~ving ~ "a m~jor role· in the_ school-community 
~rogr~Di"~4 It is "soinewhat i'ronic that in sp~te of ~pparent , -
· unani~ity ~thin the iterature as to the significance of · the 
'-......- . ' , . 
£:lress . to · ~ducation, ~i tle effort ~as been . expended ~n seeking 
/ 
to asse~.s it:'s signif.f ~ce • ., . Research designed to investigate 
the natllre of the re~ationship betwee~ the media and public·· \ . . ' · 
.op,inion oa ed~cational matters is practically non-existent. 
.. 
It. appears as tho~gh researchers· to date have ·omitted 
I ,.:::-
consideration of the role of the public -- the component which, 
· of necessity, . deterniines the degree to which the press iq an 
influence on or a r~fle.cti~n~l.i~ ~pinimr- ~n · ed~c~tio~·~l. 
issues. 
,-·~· . The ·foregoing · review•of related literature and · research 
exposes an· existing lack of evidenc~ . o~ · the nature of the 
• . . 
relationship between the press and pUblic comment, thus · 
• \ I 
I 
reinforcing the l~gitimacr and·· necessity for this undertakiqg . .. 
...  
· . 
14Fred Buffett. (Ed.) : Developing a School- ·community 
communications Program'(Committee on Publications, 
Department of Education, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 
1976) 1 P • 20. . ~ 'l 
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• Overview of the Study 
- ,• 
This stuay is· organized 'into ~ve ·chapt:e,rs·. 
.I describes 
theoretical 
.. . 
the nature of the problem addressed, the. ,· · 
frarnew~d . the sig~ificancef ~f~~t~e st~~y·. ' 
. ... 
"' ' 
It •a-lso con~11s a . definition of key terms and a · review of 
the · relative~Jmit~d arnou~t _of related litera·t:ur~ 'and 
. . . 
• I 
research • 
.. ~~ 
Chapter II outlines the· re~ear~h ~et~odo~o~;t 
utilized • . The chapter describes the research approach, the 
. time per.iod .t~yolved, ·~nd til!=! results o_f a: pilot. st~y 
conductedearli\ft. It also documents the.procedures .- use~ 
•. 
' . 
.. 
• ·• The .first major. component pf · the· study Press 
t , 
Treatment of Education -- ·.is the focus of Chapter III. 
Analysis pf data will determine- the extent of -press coverage 
of educ'ation, 
the natur-e of 
comparison of 
particu~ar issues . which generate most coverage, 
tr~atment 'of ed~cati~n in ged.J;al, . ~nd a .· 
treatment by differe~pers. . ·. 
. ~ I chapter IV .concentrates upon the sec~d major focus · 
of the study Public Comment· on Education ~nd its 
:RelatiOJlShip .to rress Cove:s;ag~. This .segment. examines the 
exterlt and nature of p~blic comm~nt and . the re~ationship 
betwe'en that comment and · the press coverage described i'n. 
Chapter III. .. 
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:·RESEARCH METHODOLOGY. 
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·The Gen.eral . ·1J$pr~ach -.- · , . . . 4 .. • · • • :\ ..-; 
f • .. • ... -
, l\s ·pre~iou~ly ~~ntifneq.; ~is. ~nvest~g·~~t.{o~ .of.·th.: ~ ~ . ..... 
.. , nat~re of pre~s co~e~~ge . a~d public comment and their 
~-.-. --- .- - .-·--- ~ ... .. __ ~--•- -·-~--- ·- f... . ~ . f'! . 'i ~ • . .' II " 
rel~~nship·~-- -if-any, __ ~as of . . an .. histor:oal riatur~. .The-~t.a i 
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iof the st~d~: 1 w~re -~o.llected O through ~ ,;i.n-:-de I examina ti~~ • . • I '' . .-/ .. ... 
of 'variou.s ~c-tio'ns· · (E:!ditori_als~ c Urnns; letters · · ' 
------
· eti'it~r, ·and a~t'icles) · app~aring· in ~he 
I 0 -' ' ' • , 0 \ ' 
. .· . . ·. . 
daily n~ws~apers. ;,.._ · Th~ oai.ty ·New~ a 
. 
Province's three / r 
Tl'te . Evening TeJ.et]ram. ~. 
j..n I st'. John •·s ~an~ . The West'er~ Star in~ t~rner Brdci~ • .;._. over 
- . (" 
1983. ·- · 
. . \ . Ll 
-a five-.y~ar peri6d from Janua:~Y 1, 19'79 to \~e~~mber. ll, 
·These newspape~s · w·e~e selec~ed~-b~cause ~f cli~i~ 
.. ·- . ,. • . t • . . ~ \ •' • 
c~r.culati~n~ ge~g~~phi~al dis~x;:_g,cit~~!t ~ -- a!ld vol.um'e t>f. contel)t 
... 
, ... 
ot ' 
. ' 
,. , . ·. " .·, . - ... . ' .. ' ' . . . 
in specifj.c se.ctions under study; . ·I~- tfte Fall of 1983, the 
. . ·• ' .. - · · • , ' ' . I • '"'• . ' " I . 1 • • Q 
Evening · Telegram had a daily Monday-to-Friday c;lrcula'tion .Qf . 
~ppro lmately. ~~00~ }:l~d a wee~enci ~ir~ula~io~ df ·n~arly :· · 
• ' t J , •• • -3 ' ' ......... , • .. ~ ' . 1 • • .' <l ': • 
?b;o.~: J~istribut~d thr~ugh~u~ the .P~ovince~ . ~he D~ily Ne~s~ . 
had a i da~ly circulation of approxj.mately-9, 500.· and the Western ·, 
. I , , . . 
·· Star 1.1, .500. The. inclusion of all three dailies minimized the 
. . . . . 
' .. 
. ': 
' I • 
pOssibi:).ity _ot' any extraneous ~ias.es or prejudic.:s of _a 
' 0 ' 'IQ I !""' ' .  
i 
I 
-· I . 
.a;. ' 
. . 
particular publication having undue influence. over the · 
' o I 
· results_. · '»h~ s~veral weekly newsp~~rs of the .Province w_ere. 
. . I. J 
not included .because · they would have maqe the· stu~y · . 
o, 
I o .. 
I ~ t 
: . ·j . unmanageable. Also? the . weekly pubiicatio_ns had a r~l':ltively 
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small ciraulation, h~~alize~ distribution· areas, and were 
• • _/ t ' 
l)ot 'readily available for ·examination. 
l , 
The Time. Period Involved 
0 , 
.. 
.. ,. 
The time p~riod eventually selected for the study 
" 
. 
_co_t:nmenced Janu~ry 1, · 1979 aQd concluded Decembe!'r 31, -19.83.· 
It!~ ·felt that this five-year analysis is extensive ~3gh 
'to ~ssure that -policies and attitudes observed are of a 
sub~tantial, rather than sporadic, nature. An additional 
. ' 
advantage of this time span is its currency, which· should 
• I 
' provide valuable insights in determining immediate and 
. . 
· future ·dire9tions to any individuals involved in any aspect 
t. 
of public relations. · Nevertheless, the period should be of 
sufficient duration to enaple identification of any 
significant deve'lopmental trends in the treatment of. 
education by the. p~ and the public. 
The Pilot Study 
/ 
·.' 
\\ . 
Serious consideration was given to the adoption of 
.. 
appropriate measures to ensure proc~dural efficiency in the 
research methodology for this study. The fact that little 
research of a similar nature had been done anywhere (,and . 
one involving the Newfoundland press) meant that this 
research w6uld be travelling in · "unc~artered wat.ers". Some 
major concerns· at that point were questions such as: Was 
coverage of educational issues of sufficient volume for such 
. ' 
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. \ in-depth study?; How many years should be encompassed?; 
! 
Which newspapers '«?ugh1: to be examined?; .What classifications 
would be appropriate?.and so on. · Prior to entering these .. 
"waters", wisdom dictctitd the use• of a pilot~ 
The · pll~t st~dy.c\nce~~rated upon a detailed 
.examination of editorials and letters to the ed£tor of the 
three daily ~ewspapers for 1981. While this is neither the 
time nor' the place 'for an intensive discussion of the · 
informat1on acquired, some of the.more significant observations 
· r , '-1 , • 
should,be noted. Between January 1 and December 31 of that 
'· 0 year, the three daily newspapers pr.inted a· total of 53 
editorials and 62 letters ··to the editor dealing· with education. 
. , 
The ~umber of editorials ranged from 13 to 22, _and the n~er 
f 
of fetters p~inted varied from. 16 to 29. Tables containing 
more specific results; of the pilot study are a~tached in 
-'!., • ~ . 
Appe~dices A and B. 
On the ~asia of these. and other .results obtained from 
r 
. . . 
the preliminary investigation, it was decided to have the 
' ' . . . 
study e~amine editorials, columns, letters to the editor, and 
.,;. . 
' articles of the three Newfoundland daily newspapers over. the 
J 
most recent five-year·period. ~additional result o~ this 
·. 
only for · identifying ~pacific areas that required some 
' 0 ... 0 0 .... \ • 
· modificac=:\ut· mo.re importantl~ for hblping es.tabl!Bh 
., 
' . 
· ,J 
' . 
.. 
' 
.. 
.. 
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~· 
·. 
;. 
'· 
.. 
the parameters, the·breadth, and the scope of the proposed -
research. activity. 
Data Collection and . Recording 
The somewhat un~que·nature of this study 
.. 
~ecessitated the use of an organi~ational framework to 
-. 
efficiently examine the information to be gathered. The 
. .... ~ 
followin9. steps outline the procedures devised for the 
collection and ·classification of data: 
• J 
.. 
· 1. Read ·all editorials, columns, lett'ers 
to the editor, and articles in the three daily 
newspapers specified~ 
2. Survey the mass .·of . conunent in order to 
make possible a description of the nature ~ of 
the treatment on various issues; 
3. To facilitate the sorting of this 
rnateri~l, tne · following ten categories·- each 
designated -by an appropriate capital letter-
were utilized: 
A - Administration 
B Bussing ·. 
C - Curriculum 
D . ._ DenominatiOIIlalJducation system 
E - Education in Gineral 
F ~ ~ Finance • 
~o - Other Issues 
R - Revised High School 
S - Students 
T - · Teachers' 
.. 
"\ 
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' 
4. Under th~se main · headings,· sub-topics were ,. 
recorded by combining the capital 'letter of the 
ma~n heading with a small letter or letters denoting 
the sub-topic. As each item was read, a notation 
with the appropriate ~etter heaqings was made on an 
·index card and then placed in ~a corresponding. file. 
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5. With respect to . quotations and footnotes, 
sources .will be acknowledged by the capitalized 
first letter ·~f · each word in the ne¥.spaper's name. 
Dates will appear. 'in this order; Month, Date, 
Year. For example,· an item appearing in The 
Evening Telegram on August ·22, 1980 will se-
footnoted ; as E. T. 08/22/80 . 
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When the 9ata gathering was thus completed, the file 
I t 
cards were grouped repeatedly, i~ various combinations to 
permit · ready analysis of the info~ation from different 
perspectives. 
' 
Analysis· ·of Data 
.• Data compiled from the' abov,e procedures will be. 
-"-
> -analyzed and illpstrated in Chap'ters III and IV in order 
~~· -the· ge.neral and· specific questions originally. posed 
are pro~erly addressed. In these chapters, attention . is 
' . ' 
· paid not on.ly to the frequency of a particular ·is'sue bei~g 
the subject of press/public comment, but also to, assess its 
' ' force a·nd meaning. Em.anating from these findings will be 
I • 
.·a\ effo_rt to i~_entify and · e~plore .the sig~ificance and 
. possible .i~Pl,1catio\s of ~nformation acquired and data 
a~sembJ.ed, . as· far as·\~he scope of the stuQ.y will permit. 
,. ·--.· AS already noted', the study . is delimited to an 
. ''':-..._~ . 
~xamination of the three daily newspapers,in . ~ewfoundland 
. . . 
and Labra~or . du,ring a fi~~-year peri?d (January 1, 1979 to 
"' ' ' • d December :n, 1983)· . A further delimitation arises from 
' ~ ' ' 
the· concentration ·of ~tudy upon only four sections of . 
: ·dles'e dailies, even ·r~uqh H ts probable th"'t .readers are 
J 
·' .. 
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.. 
infiuence"d by all that they read in newspapers,. not only the 
sections·under analysis. A' third delimitation of this 
. ' . 
research project is that only letters to the editor and 
articles which were publis~e'd are included as reflectj.ons of 
" . public conunent .· No attempt was made 'to a·scertain how many 
letters were . screened out prior tQ. publication. Finall¥ ,_ . . 
J this study is delimited to pre~·s coverage a~d public cor&nent 
• ' ' · , I \ , "' ' • lt. 
. ' 
. . 
on pr1mary, elementary, and secondary education. .Thus, 
references to pre-scho,ol and post-secondary . ~ducation were 
not •included in the analysis. 
·As with all . resear.ch ·.relying in part on qualitative, 
• 
in addition to quantitative,· analysis • .--there are certain 
limitations which should not ' be overlooked when considering 
- ~-· 
• \ I ' 
· conclusions '-~nd recommendations arisinc;r _·from the res.ults of 
\ 
. · this ·:stu~y. . These .include: 
·~ 
I 
\ 
1. The general applicability of the findings will 
. ~ 
·be· limited by the nature o·f the study. S.ince 
, . . I . 
the . . three" daily newspapers under analysj.s have· 
·. . / . .. . 
circulations heavily concentrated in ~e areas 
surrounding\ St. John's and corner ·srook,,th~ 
results may ttot be generallzable to all regions 
\ 
of the Provi~ce,. '\ • 
.,. 
2. ·Despite. t;he investigator's ques_t . for objectivity,. · 
the nature of the· dat'a collection method implies 
that to some extent the researcher' I own personal·. 
. ,b~iefs may b~ p~ojected :bnto the ~aterial · . · 
·. ex~~ and· conclusions drawn therefrom •. 
3. The present study is concerned with only new.~­
paper'coveraqe and public comment as expressed 
. ~- . ' 
in that medium, th~s excludi~g all other· types 
. of mass media such as radio and television. 
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CHAPTER III 
PRESS TREATMENT OF ·EDUCATION 
The first major component of the study, Press 
Treatment of Education, is the ·focus of this chapter. 
·Descriptive and ~;,~ly~ic~nf~rmation will be provided 
to determine the extent of press coverage, .which [>articul~~ 
. issues generated most cover~ge, the nature of the treatment 
accorded Ejtducation .in general, and a comparison of the 
· treat~ent . of edu.cation by the different newspapers. 
The Extent of Press Coverage 
of Educational Issues 
., 
The extent of press coverage over the period was 
calculated by .combining the total number of editorials with 
colwrins that appeared -in the three Newfoundland dailies 
bet~een January 1~ 1979 and December 31, 1983. The results 
9f this analysis·are shown fn Table 1. \ . 
·•· . Total press. coverage for the . five-year period was 
•• 
233 items a~peax:ing in 4381 e~iti~ns, · ·orc5 .• 3 percent of all 
publications. Of this 233, 195 (4.4 percbnt) were editorials 
• 
f -and 38 ( 0. 9 percent) .were columns •. By paper, the Daily News 
had 81 ed\~orials and 20 columns . for a tWl of lO~evoted 
• + ' • r i. ' 
to education out of 1391 (7.3 percent), the Evening Telegram 
had 71 editorials · and fo'ur colwnns fo·r a totaJ. of .!5/1495 
.. 
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w . 
-~ of Press Coverage of Education ·" -~i·-~P-a{:")er, Be_tw.e~n January 1, 1979, and De~mber 31, 1983 
... , , 
Edi tor~al.s . Co1umns 
Paper Number Percent of 
· rumber Percent of Number 
Publications Publications 
Dai1y t{ews 81 5.8 20 1.4 ·. 101 
. 
Evening Telegram 7L 1·8 . 4 - 0.3 75 
-
: 
. 
1"14 Western Star 43 2 ;9~ 0.9 57 
/ 
T.otal. 195 4.4 
·-
38 0.9 ; 233 
. 
' -· --·----·- · --- --~-----
. -·-_ ...,. -~·--.-. .... .... .,. ____  ...... . ...-.~-- -.... ~- ~ - ~ ·-- ~ 
Total. 
Percent of 
Publications 
7 . 3• 
5.0 
3.8 
5.3 
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23 
(five percent), and the Western Star had 43 editorials and 
~ ) 
14 columns f~r a total of 57/1495 (3.8 percent). 
Table 2 contains ·data showing _the amount of cover.;tge 
.. given education during e.ach of the five years in question. 
The per-iod -commenced with a great deal/' of cov~rage - s2· 
editorials and. five columns. In 1982, however, the comparabLe 
numbers were 26 'editorials and five c_olumns, _.or siightly more 
" I . 
· · than half the 1979 total. During the concluding year of 'the 
" . I , 
· period, ·press coverage reacheci' .. its highest -level, ~ith 61 
. .. 
i terns dealing with education·. · . .· . . 
Issues Generating Press · coverage I 
To determine how, much attention -)he press pa~d to 
. individual aspects of education, editorials ~nd columns were < .. . 
categorized accordi~g to' the 10 classifications developed as · 
a result of •the pilo~ study. These data are presented in 
... . ' . \ 
Table . 3. The issue receiving most attention was·. 11students". 
,~ ·~,ere the . ' s~bject of 35 editoriais and 
4
eight columns,. fo.r 
a total of 43 or 18:5 .percent of all press coverage .of 
education. Teacher-c~ntered issues followed closely, . with 
35 editorials · and three columns for a total of 38 or 16.3 
~ ;rceitt.' curric~l~ rated third with Fdi.torials and 10 
c:ol~mns, for \ . ~9 total or 12.5 perct_"}· 
r . . . ..... 
: · The press~paid relatively little attention t6 stich 
... ~..... . . , . . . ~ . . . . ... . . 
~sues as _ the t:evised high schC?l (15 _ editor~1s' _ _.bne. co~u~) ·"-....~ 
artd F,inance ( 13 \edltoria!~; three columns) , eact1'· .. ~ccounting 
':>· 
' .. _ 
. ' . 
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Section 
Editorials 
Col.umns 
•• j 
:Fotal 
.. 
. ) 
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' ---··--· · 
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• 
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.~. TABLE 2 
Extent of Press . Coverage of Education B1\ Year. 
Numb~r-·of· Items 
"1979 . 1980 " -· 1981 1982 
.. 
. , 
52 34 31 
.... 
26 
.. ~ 
' 
.... 
5 12 7. 
. 
5 
... 
57 46 38 1 - ·• . 31 
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TABLE 3 
I · 
Is~es · Gener~ting Press Coverage 
Ran ed By . f7.~quency of Appearance 
~ . .. ' . · 
-
. 
Issue - ~ Editorials Columns Total 
-
·' -Students . "\ 35 8 43 
Teachers . - 35 3 " . 38 ., 1.. Curriculum 
.t . 19 10 29 Administration 20 4 24 
Bussing --....._"' 22 l .23 
Education .i_n· General 16 4 2{) 
Finance 
·-
13 3 16 
Revised .. High· School • 15 1 16 Other Issues 12 2 14 
Denoll[inational Education . 2 10 . 8 
Total 195 38 233 
·,, 
{ 
Percent of -Total 
.. 
.. 
18.5 
16.3 
I 12.5 
10.3 
.. 9.8 
. 8.6 
•6. 9 
6.9 
6.0 
4. 3. 
:}.QO.O 
... 
*Due . to rounding procedui'es, percentages ·. may not always total 10 0 percent. 
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-------for 6. 9 percent of all items. Only eight editorials al)d two 
~ol~s (4.3 percent) dealt with the Denominational System • 
,ll.s illustrated in Table l,A the vol{irne. of. press 
coverage of educa tic:mal issues was. 5. 3 percent of the total. 
The Daily News had the highest . percentage ·at 7.3, the 
~ . i • 
Evening Telegram the ~ext highest at five percent~ and the 
. . . '· 
~. Western Star had 'the lowest percentage at 3. 8 •. Table 4 
• ' ' ' d • 
' 
. \
presents a _corn~arison . ~f_th~frequency with which the various 
issues were the ·~Ub~ect of editores or columns. 
Teachers' issues were ' dealt with most.frequently by 
... 
bo~h the Daily News and the .Evening ,Telegr<Jm', al?-d ~hird · by 
· the Western Star. . Curriculum-related issues were also very 
' ' • • : ' 1 • • : f \ • 
promineri·t, ·and ranked among the top three on ail · ti\ree 
newspapers. 
' -
·The Denominational Education System drew least 
coverage in ·both the SWening Telegram and the Western Star, 
while the .revised high school program ·rated low· in the 
·Western Star · (9th) .and the'" Daiiy Wews (lO.~h}. None of' the 
papers paid much attention ,to· school finance •. 
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TABLE 4 
Comparison of Press Emphasis By ·Paper 
" 
. DaiLr News Eveninq Telegram Western· Star 
. . . 
Issue Number Percent Number iPercent Nuinber Percent 
students ll 10."9 . · a \\ ' 10.7 24 42.1 
Teachers 22 21.8 13 · 17.3 4 '7 .o 
Curricu_1um ~ 15 14-.9 9 . 12.0 5' 8.8 
Administratiqn 12 11.9 7 .. 9. 3 ' 4 7.0 
BussJ.ng • 10 9.9 9 ·12 .o 4 , 7.0 
Education in General 7 6.9 9 12.0 4 7.0 
Finance .. 6 5.9 6 8.0 4 7.0 . 
Revised.' High School 
. ~. 3 3.0 ,10 . 13.3 3 f 5. 3. Other Issues - ~ 6.9 3 4.0 4 7.0 Denominational'Education \ i' 
... 7 .. ~ T.3 1 1.8 
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The Nature· of- Press Treatment 
of Education 
Anal sis 
., 
.The nature of -press covera11e was assessed by 
orizing each:: editorial and column as being either· 
or critical of education.; ·classifi-
,t 
' on of · partic1;1lar comments t<? a definite position .wfJ.S 
· 28 
, . 
• . . f 
always easy·, for being ~ritical of educational d~cision· . 
• ' w • . ' • • • 
no 
rna ers ~n~/or decisions did not nec~ssarily·m~an the . opinion ' 
. . . . . 
wa 11anti-education ~·. · On the contrary, the writer· may have 
i : · ..... ~ . ....,.,. . r ,. 
be'en an ardent supporter p£. _improved. educ_:ltion,· ~~it an · 
oJpos.ing. force_ to the established v'iew. Consequ"e~tl<Y·;r to i : · 
facilita'te this · aspect ·of. the study, the three, classifications. 
. . 
; . 
were assigned particular attributes. ~·supportive" re.fers . to 
. ~~ . • . ., l 
items wh~ch ~re co~endatory in nat?re, contain declarations 
of beliefs in the value of. educati~~, ~9r praise the work of 
the educational system. The·· "N_eutral" category incfudes 
. . 
comments which discuss issues or topics in the field o£· 
' . 
education, without clearly . taki~g sides. "Critical'' .i terns 
• i 
fo~ de~reased· funding, 
.. 
contain attacks on · the .f~stem, calls 
. . . •... : . 
and suggestions ·for chan.ging current pract16~s. . .. 
Ta~S Buptmar'izes the results of applyin'g . these : 
-classifications to · .each item of .press coverage concerned 
\ 
with education. Over half o£,- all the ·~ewspaper editox:ia.ls 
' . 
and columns (51. 9. percent) could be classifi,ed as "critical". 
·' 
percen_t were supportive, while the rem' in'ing .. 
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Support1ve -. ~eutral · . 
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.12:5 percent could be c).a'ssified as ne·utral. There was little 
vari_ation among the three newspapers, although items in, the 
Western Star were slightly more supportive of education, and 
~ .. 
those i~.the Evening ~elegram slightly more critical than 
items in .other papers • 
~ ~he overall nature of pre~s treatment of education 
was further delineated by examining the particular issues 
/• . . • r. 
· which attracted the attenti~n of the press.. The ~esulting 
data are .contained in Table 6 . 
As, noted previously, there .were few !terns t;hat "could 
I ' 
be classified a~ neutral. Actually, with the exception of 
teachers pore than 50 percent of press treatment on , every 
J 
1 issu~was categorized as being supportive or critic~!. The 
press a~ear~d most supportive of~ denominational education 
0 
(lQO percent), education in general ~65 percent), and issues 
1 ~~ted' to. \he welfare of students (51. 2 perce:nt) • Issues 
about which ' ~he pres~ was especially critical included 
curriculum (75.8 percent), revised high school and 
.administration ( 75 percent each), - and bussing (.73. 9 per~ent) • 
' 
content Analysis 
.· 
issues of ·. students, teachers, and curriculum - which toget_her 
accounted for more than 47 nercent of the total press 
coverage. 
•• 
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Teachers 
Curri.culuiD ; -· > 
Adlllinistt:ation . 
Buss.i,nq 
' Education in. General Finance 
Revised High School · 
. . 
Other Issues . . 
Denominational E~u~ation ··· . 
Totals· · · ;> .., 
-
~-
'/ 
I 
· -" 
The Nature "'bt 
/ / / . 
Supportive 
Number Percent 
of Total 
22 51.2 
9 23.7 
6 20.7 
... . 
·-
16.7 
. 6 . 26.1 
13· 65.0 
.. 7 43.8 
1 6.-3 
5 35.7 
. _·ur · 100.0 
83 35.6 
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Press· Treatment By 
.. \ 
Neutral 
Number Percent 
of Total. 
10 23.3 
12 31.6-
1 .. _;3.5 
.. 2.. 8.3 
-0 0.0 
0 0.0 
0 o.o ' 
a H~.7 
1 ... '.: ... 7.1 
0 "l 0.0 . 
29' 12.5 
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Ji. 
Issue I 
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• 
-
Critical 
NUDi>er Percent 
of Total · 
·u) I' ~ 2'6. 6 17 44.7 
22 75.8 
1 8 - 75.0 
.. 17 73.9 
7 35.0 . 
9 .. ~: 56 . 2 
12 75.0 
8 51.2-
0 o.o 
121 
" 
51.9 
-
. . 
TQ.tal 
Number · 
43 
38 
29 
24 
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• Press concern -for students included ·praising student 
J 
achi~vem~nt, urging employers to find summer jobs for 
' ' 
students, stressing'the importance of student safety, and 
. . 
sympathizing wi~ students during the teachers• contract 
dispute. _··The ,editors a~d columnists of all three dailies 
appeared genuinely concerned for the well-being of students, 
and consistently suppocted efforts aimed at .. 11improving the 
. . -
' ' lot~~ of students ·., The nature of ,press 'coverage towards 
. - . . 
. . 
students is typified in the - followin~ statement on homework:; 
' . 
.. 
Homework is certainly n~cessary, but · · 
it ·must b~ given for the _right Teason 
. and made an enjoyable ·extension of . the · · 
school day, rather than a burden for 
tl1e children. · (Editorial, w .s. -3/26/81.> 
. .. 
Much of press attention directed towards teachers 
related to the coliective bargaining process. Each round of 
t - - • teachers' contract talks drew renewed concern ·from the press,· 
- i ' 
which without e_xception implor-ed teache~s not f;o take strike · 
. . 
action. The press generally supported teachers' positions 
. . ' . . ,--
on non-,mOhe'tary iSSUeS 1 QU,t Olt ~alarY:·, increaSeS felt that 
. ~ . I . 
"teachers must realize that when it comes- t;o ·.wage hikes in_, 
these difficult economic times,. half . a loaf is better than 
none" (Editorlal ~ E .'r. ll/02/82) ~ · 
CurriculUm coverage ranged from support for some 
schoQl · subjects to strong criticism of .othe.rs, and even 
' • , , I o/ , ' '• - · t of~ere~ suggestions for the in~lus~n of 'new courses into 
l . .• \ 
the ·school curriculum. 'In particular, the press criticized 
1 
-~he teachinq of ·'):::;on: ·lamented the lack of attention 
~- ~ 
.. 
. . 
·.• 
I 
I ' 
' 
f 
' ! 
• 
' ..
.. 
-.:_· 
-~ ... l ' 
. } 
., 
,.. 
·;.. ' . 
• 
\ 
,. .,..__-
·given to ar.t, music, . and poetry, and felt that conservation 
~ . . 
. of natural resources and wildlife should be stre.ssed in the 
I 
schools. The press also reiterated the school system's 
' 
' 
purpose of preparing people for the workplace as evidenced 
by the ·contention that :• 
The relevance of education . in ' the ••• 
. Primary and secondary education systems 
· is certainly of .paramount importance if 
we are to be able to seize the work 
·opportunities that will suddenly present 
themselves. (Editorial, E.T. 9/01/79} 
I , • 
Issues receiving the .least attention from the press 
included the revised high school, finance, and denominational 
. ·' 
education. On the revised .high school, . the press tended to 
' 
rely more on the views expounded by university professors · 
!' • ' • • 
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Cp~ti~ula~ly Drs •. warren, Sullivan, and. P~rsons), than putting 
forward original opinions. The apparent consensus was that 
.. 
Grade 12 should be delayed to tnable adeqOate planning for 
implementation to take . plac~ a·~ sm;:;othly as . possible. In 
addition, the ·pr ess a~d that government should be placing , 
·increased emphasis on the pr:imary and elementary grades· (rather 
'· 
than senior high school) , since "-it is in thQse early grades 
that wor~ habits aw learning attitudes are fOil\ed and nurtu~e·q 
- or not" ·(Column, D.N~ 2/08/BO). Nu~eam fe l t th~t tl'\is would 
solve many of the problems, and theri Grade 12 would be "ici ng "" 
on a very e<!Hble cake,. ( I bid.) • · . I 
1 With ·respect to finance, press coverac}#a was · divided 
on the use of a ·school tax to help finp.hc·e education. The 
Daily News gpestioned whether • ther.e sho"ul.d be any school tax 
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,.. . ; 
v. 
at all (Editorial, o.·N: 11/26/83)· . The other two.newspaper~, 
while not completely. satisfked, supported the 
• . I 
existence of School Tax ~~t?orit~es for: 
I w·ith the exis'ting .system beefed up, 
inequities eliminated, and·.responsible 
people running the · authorities, ~here 
would br no '\n~ed for a . new structure. 
· (Colwnn; w·. s. 11/27/79) · · 
• . i ' 
continued 
·. 
"· 
If any 'issue .served as a . unifying .force among the 
.. 
press, it was .denominational educqtion. All three dailies ' 
eXpl;eSsed c~mplete> S~pportjfor the. :xi~ting system of 
. e.ducation, .with . ~:n~· ~· stating· that ·i.f there was a .. 
. danger to the denominational system, he "··· would not 
hesitate fo~ .one moment to recQrnmend that 'Newfoundland get 
out of this Confederation without delayi• (Editorial, D.N. 
10/22/80) . 
More than ·half of total press coverage was cla~sified 
as being "critical" in nature. However, one must bear in · 
.. , • 
4!1ind 1;hat much of this crfticism was directed at par'ticular. 
. ' t • 
. . 
educational programs, practi9es, or decisions, and was not 
adversely critical of "education itself" or. the value of a 
.. 
' good educational _ syst~m. to -·soci;.ty and t~ individual. A . 
possible indicat~r ~the overa·11 disposition of the p~ess 
towards educatioq~its treatment df education in ge~ral •. 
Notwithstal\ding the press as,ser'tion that Newfoundland 
education is presently at a somewhat precarious stage, the 
esteem in which education was held qy the press is aptly 
illustrated by the statement that: 
. I 
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No .. previous gen~ration has been 
faced with so much new information 
and such opportunities; people have 
to be able to adapt, have to be 
enabled to lear~ new skills, new 
methods, and the learning process ~ 
must be continuous; under such a 
system, . maximum benefit ~ccrues to 
all. (Editorial, E.T .• 3/10/92) 
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' .. 
This chapter analyzed press trea.ttnent ·of · educa.tion . . 
b~ the three daily newspapers .of Newfoundland. Over five 
. ' ~ .. 
. percent of all editions included ~overage of ·educational 
issues in the editorial and column sections. The bulk of 
- . 
this· treatment centered on issues r.elated to students, 
teachers, and curriculum, with little attention devoted to 
. 
the revise_d high 'school, finance, and denominational 
education. 
Overall press treatment .of .education was classified 
as being more critical than support~. The ~re~ tended to 
• be supportive of :denominati~nal education and students,' ·~ut 
. .. " 
. cri~ical. of curricu~um, t~ rev~~ed ' high school, schoql 
admini~tration, and bussing. · 
'! J . 
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I . 
The percentage of ·total cqverage devoted to education 
' . I /f// 
was highest with the Daily News and lowest with the Western ,/ 1. 
Star •. Generally speaking, the three dailies were similar in/ . I· 
.. 'y . 
the proportion and•nature of their treatment of particul~~ • 
issues. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PUBLIC CO~NT CONCERNING EDUCATION AND ITS 
RELATIONSHIP TO PRESS COVERAGE 
. ·. I 
. 
The second component of newspaper treatment of 
education ·examined in this study has been labeXled , "Public 
conunent". Public comment has _been defined here . as 
. publication in newspapers of expressions by members.of the 
general public.~-This ~ould usually be ·revealed through 
-
'letters to the editor, b1lt sometimes in special ar.ticles as 
welL · This chapter . reports first on the sxtf:mt o.~ -pUblic 
comment; second, the issues. generating pUbli.c · :cormnent; and 
thira,·.· the nature of such comment. The chapter will conclude 
. # • 
• 
with an analysis of the relationship -between public comment 
. . ·.. . . -· . ~ · 
and press cov_erage on educational issues. 
.. 
' . 
The Extent of Public Comment 
on Educ~onal Iss·~es 
. . . The extent of publLc comment over the period was 
• qetermined by· combining the total number of letters to the 
editor and general news articles. Table 7 contains the 
results of this analysis. · 
• 
. . 
Public comment. on education totalled 495 items 
appearing in . 4 381 .. edi t.ions·,. or 11,; 3 percent of all 
publication~. Of this 495, 44·4 were letters and 51 were 
. '. 
articles~ ' By newspaper, the Evening Telegram pub~ished 
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TABLE; 7 
Extent of Public Comment on -Educational 
Issues By Paper Between.Januai:y 1, 1979, 
and December 31, -198 3-
ers to .1.tor r .... 1r e 
r ercent o . Numoer Percent o 
Publications Publ cations · 
~ 
7.3 7 6~5 
.17. 4 37 2.5 
5.6 -7 0.5 
10.1 5~ .. 1.2 
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I most public comment devoted to education, .having 260 letters / 
to the editor and 37 articles for a total of 297 items in 
1495 edit~o(~ly io; percent. The Daily News carried 
101 letters and stven arti~lel (7.8. percent), while the 
Weste,rn ' star ,conta~ned 83 letters and seven articles (six 
percent)_. \ 
The ·volurne of public ·comment on'ed~cation was also 
considered in terms of the nurnb.er of' i terns appearing d~ng . 
" e.ach o~ the · five years ~nder sttd~~Tabl~ · 8 .cont~i~s . th~~. 
breakdown. Du:t:ing 1979, there ~ere 85 itern·s .of public .comment . • 
i·n the pre~s 1 but th·i~ number dropped to the lowest level of 
. . 
t~ pe;iod the following year with 75. From· 1981 onward,, the 
~ou~t \of public conunent on educa.tion. continued to increase, 
• 
culminating in the highest to~al of th~ p~riod in 1983, when 
170 items were contributed to the three newspapers • 
.. 
"'' 
Issues Generating Pub1ic Comment 
Letters to the editor .and article~. :were dtvicled 
accor~_ing to 10 classifica~ions to detect how much . attention 
the public' p~id .to indivi~ual issues. \. 'T.able. 9 shows these 
results. I 
,., 
. Publ,ic comment was very concerned about teacher-related · 
issues, with J 69 lettera to the editor and thiee axticles .for a 
total o£.(72 ~r 34."8. ~t of all publi~~· comment on. educ:~ti~~­
Curricu1um was a distant second, being the subject of 68 · 
' . . .. \... .. 
· letters and 13 .articles for a total of 81 (16~4 ·percent). 
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TABLE · 8 
Extent of Public Comment on Education By Year 
_/ ... 
-
. Nmnber of Items Per Year 
Section 1979 . 1980 1981 - 1982 
.. 
ters ·to ... ~e Editor 59 64 70 83 
icles 26 11 6 / --- -- -6 
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' TABLE 9 . 
\ !ener~ting.- Publi.c ._comme., Issues 
Ranked By Frequency of Appearance-
-
Issue Letters · to t_Qe Edl.tor Articles 
... 
.: ·~ Teachels 169 . ·J ' 
Currie\ 1~- .. 68 i3 · . 
Admin!! tration 
'·• 
• 44 
-
4 
Revise' High Scho_ol 3~ . 9 
FinancE . 34 6 
Denom.irl ationa1 Education 32 . 1 . 
' 
. 
Educati on .in General 11 10 ' 
Other Issues 20 1 
students . 19 ·2 ' 
# 
Bus~·ing 13 2 
Total 444 -· 51 
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Administration came nex~with 44 letters to the editor and 
four articles, foi, 48 i terns or 9. 7 percent. 
The ·public paid relatively little attention to 
. ' 
students, with only 19 letters and two ~rticles (4.2 percent). 
Bussing drew the least cormnent, ~.~ing the sub~ect of only /" 
• 
. .. 
. 13 let~ers to ·· .. the e~tor a~~- two articles, fo_r a total of 15 ·l' 
or three percent of .all pUb1ic co~ent during the period. 
\ ,Although in some cases. letters to the eQ.itor. of · one . 
newspaper were sent ~o other . papers for .publi.cation, the 
. ' 
volume was· ~t 1arge enough to prevent m~aningful ~omparison 
of public treatrnen·t of education as it appeared in each of 
the three dailies • .. Table 10 permits a comparison of the 
, 
amount of public comment · among the different newspapers·. 
Teachers'· is_sues attracted most public comment in 
both the Daily N~ws and Che Evening Telegram, and was a close 
second in the Western Star. Curriculum rated first in the 
. ~ 
western Star, ·second in the Eveni;ng Telegram, and fourth in J 
. --
'the Daily News. Administra,tion ranked 'second :in the ·Daily 
News, fifth in the Evening Telegram, and tied '- for sixth in 
~ . 
t~e Western ftar! 
-Bussing dr~w least co~ent . from the public in both 
' the Daily News and the Evening Telegram,. and. tied for s~xth 
I t ' ' . ' , . f . 
place out of ·the ten classi~c~tions. in the Western Star. 
Great differences were evident ih the volume of. public 
~~ ' I ) # • p • • 
c~mment tow~x.;ds the der:'ominational. system, 
in the Daily ~ews, to sixth in the E~ening 
in the Western Star . 
i 
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TABLE 10 
. , ::·" •r ·•' ' 
·, . 
.. 
.. 
--Comparison qf Public Commen~· Foci By Paper 
. 
..... . Da1llf News 
:Issue Number Percent 
J • TeaChers - 29 
-
26.9 
curriculum i4 ·. ·13 .o 
Admin.i,stration • 19 17.6 
~vis_ed .. Hf9h S~?o1 9 8.3 
FJ..nance · .. '7 . 6.5 
Denominational Education 15 13_.-9 
Bducati~ in General · 4 3.7 
Oth~r :I sues. 4 3.7 
Students . . 5 4.6 
Bussing 2 1.9: . 
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122 4l.L 
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8 2. 7. 
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Western Star 
Number Per,cent 
21· 232'3 
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... 6 6.7 
4 4.4 
8 <8. 9 
6 6.7 
5 5 . 6 
5 5. '6 
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' • The Nature of .Publ-ic Cormnent .. 
Education ' . on 
L • :> ~ 0 
_ Stat~ical Analysis 
To as_s_ess the na.ture of pub'l i c comment, ~~ch lettet; 
·. . 
.. 
to the editor~ and article t~as :classified ·as being ;i thel) 
0 • "" • . • p 
supportive,. Jl~)ltral, or critical . of_ · ~ducation- : ~To ·paraphrase , 
~~ ... o;igi.nOl ~~fin~tions gi~e~in ~apter I, •suppoiti;,e• r . 
refers t:o -Ji:.ems wh~c~ were in agreement with. present": :-.o. ; f . 
~ . 
pr~c:;_tices; "neutral" includes discussion of issues ·without· 
. 
; 
)p:: 
t 
J· 
'1 , . 
" 
. 1 ~-
.. 
fl .. 
.. 
1 
l . -
l 
~ 
• 
-- t 
f, 
' ;J 
., 
I clearl:Y ' ta·king. sides;1Q and "·criti cal" encompass~s ·expressions,.. >1. 
. . ,. . . . . . . ~ . ' . . .. . ' . ' ' !. 
_; \. · 
' 
c;;f dissatisfaction with current practices; T·able ll'' cont<iins_ · · 
""· . . 1\. • ' • - • n • ~ o . ...,• ' 0 . ' :.. . ' ·/- ' 
- findings derived from the applioat~on of · these gene~al ·· -
. . . 
classifications, for each 10£ the .three n~wspape_rs. 
, ~ . 
Overall public comment to~a~ds educa~ion •was very 
t • • .. 
opinionated, with 208 (42 p,ercent) s·upportive~ 261 (52. 7 · 
- 0 
.. per:cent) i'cr~tical~ and only. 26 (5'.3 percent) of tl}e i.t~s _ 
, .. .- I 
classified as neutral. Wri~ers to each of S~e.newspapers 
, · ~~erned · · to vary ~i ttle· -in their ~vdra~l op~nion~ ·~~~ · . • 
percentag~ of .conunents fa:ll,ing in each of the· three 
• • • Q • I • 
. . . 
classifications revealed ·almost no 'variation,· the la; gest 
~ ' • • ' - • . . J , : ; \ • : -. • • - • 
difference being between the s~port:i ve el~rnent~. of :the · · 
' 
Daily News- (46.3 percent) and the wes.tern··star (j·a . 9 -percent) 
. . 
- a gap of 7. 4 percen.tage . poin.ts. ·: 
The overall ... natur e o~ ·publi c comment :was ·a l so broke~. 
.. ' -down according to . s ·pecific ' i s s ues . · Tabl~ 12 demonstra-tes 
th:t' for ~ach~ is~ue, p~lic c~mment .. tende'd t~ - be eithe·r · ver y 
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TABLE 11 
.. 
. . ; -s 
.The Nature of Public comment By 
~ . . - Paper 
_, J 
Supportive . Neutral • Cr1t~cal . 
•:" 
.Paper Number Percent N~er Percent Number Percent 
of Total ,. ' of Total of Total 
-
- -
- • Daily News 50 46.3 4 ' <'). 7 54 so .o· 
Evening Telegram 123 41.4 . 15 ?·1 159 : S3. 5 
-
~ . 
1'-r--7 ... • Western Star 35 38._9 7.8 48' 53.'3 
----· 
; 
... 
. 
-
.·26 • ' 261 Total 208 42.0 ~.3 52.7 
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Total.tt 
Number P~rcent 
108 r-· lCrO 
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297 100 . 
90 100 
495 100 
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TABLE 12 · . 
• 
' The Nature of PUblic Comment By Issue 
l !!1! .... 
' 
~/-~ .. 
Supp_ort1ve Neutral Cr1tic"al To al . 
I Issue Number Percent Number · Percent Number Pereent Number ,. Percent-of Total of Total of Total 
Teachers 95 . 55.2 8 4:7 69 40.1 172 100 
Curriculum 27 33.3 2 2.5 52 64.2 . . ~ 81 . 100 . 
Adai.nistriltion _ 19 39.6 2 v 4.2 27 56.3 48 100 
P~vised High S~hool 10 . 23.j 1 2.3 32 74.4 . 43 100 
Finance 11 27.5 2 - ·s .o 27 67.5 40 100 
Denominational Education . 16 48.5 0 0.0 17 51.5 .33 100 . 
Education in General · . 7 33.3 3 14.3 ' 11 52. 4. 21 100 
Other Issues - . 1 - 33.3 2 9;5 12 . 57.1 21 1QO 
Students 12 . 57.1 5 I 23.8 4' 19.1 · 21 100. -· 
Bussing '4 26. 1'' 1 6.7 10 66.7 15 100 
Total 208 42.0 26 5.3 261 52.7 495 100 
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46 
'I 
cri tical•or very . supportive; In 'fact, -a clear majori tw 
' 
was evi~ence·d ·on .every issue as beincf. either critical or 
supportive. " Public comment was overwhelmingly critical of ' 
. . . 
the issues of the revised high school . (74.4 percent), 
' ' . 
finance (67.5}, bussing (66.7 percent), and the -curriculum 
( 64. 2 J?ercent) . . 
. ,# 
Public comment tended to .• be supportive of only two 
issues - _students (57 .1 .percent) and teachers (55. 2 percent) • 
. 6.Jifl? . . • 
~omment on t~e denominational ~ystem was most evenly 
' . . 
balanced, with 48.5 percent of the items being ~~lassified as 
• 
supportiye, and 51.5 percent deemed critical. 
\ .. 
Content Analysis 
• Public comment towards education was contained in . 
~ ji.3 percent of all publications. Issues stimulating the 
' 
I • 
• 
' 
. larges't. amount of attention were te•achers, the curriculum, 
·' I 
and school a~inistration which together accQunted for almost 
59 percent of all _public comment. 
As with press coverage, public :comment towards 
. 
teachers revolved almost exclusively around the col!ective 
I . 
ba~aining pr~cess in general and the accompanying closure 
' . 
of the Province's schools in; 1983 in particular. Being 
'members of the general public, teachers had access to the 
' . . . 
lette;a to the editor section of the press,~~·many 
•. utilized the opportunity to the fullest. Although many 
·writers identified themselves as teachers, one cannot help 
\._.. ,_,_. 
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• bl,lt suspect ·t:hat others contribQted c,o,pinions without being 
. 
so revealing. Bearing·this observation in mind, over 55 
percent of the total ,public comment on teachers• concerns 
were classified as suppoz:tive-.- --For example, one "student" 
wrote that teachers were: 
• •. more .than willing to sacrifice 
their spare time in supervising after 
.school activities, and · there is no 
·reason why this shou_ld qhange - .unless 
government goes through with its. threat 
to invade the social lives of our 
teachers.. (Letter to the Editor, E. T. 
2/08/83) . . 
·Included in the 40 percent of public ~omment classified as 
critical of teachers. were such ·views as: 
.· The teachers• strike has caused a 
distinction. between teacherg and the· 
public· that will . last for years to 
come - the teachipg profession has been 
reduced to another union-organize~ 
bunch wh.o are never satisfied. (Letter · 
to the Editor; W .s. 5/07/83) 
According to the conunents o.n rnatter!f pertaining to. 
the cu~ric~lum, the publi~ ~s demanding more from the . I: . 
• • • • 
47 
educational system. · ·Some writers feared that :French was not 
teaching of 
' . . 
, bein~ ad~q~ressed; · s~ggested that the 
;such· units~ as poetry· and the metri~ . system be_ given a higher · 
priority;. praised scientific experi!!"nts at: ~ p~rticular . . 
' .: • ~ !1: ' 
·school; and urged that the cutr1.culum -be geared more towards:-
preparing :students for the workplace. The most extensive 
debate raged over whether or not sex education should ~e. 
u · Cot, 
· taught in ' the schools• Alt~ough the curriculum was giv~n 
very "critical" treatment by the public overall, sex • 
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48 
educatitn itsef~Ts favoured 
the~comments. 'rhe{public had 
by slightly,'more than · half ft 
.. ........... ' 
some reservations, howtve~, 
since the majority of this suppor·t contained stipulations 
such as: 
The sex education program should 
provide information and stress . 
responsibil~y within the .context 
of cultural, moral, and rel~glous 
values. {Letter to the Editor, W.S. 
4/01/82) ' 
Public treatment of school administration was of a 
..... ' . 
critical nature overall • 
di.strict_ superintendents, 
cornments~ged from ~ttacks ?n 
to the pros and cons of . . 
centralization. The publ-ic .also offered free evaluations 
\ . ~ 
of the ··competency level ·of the Minister of. Education. ·One 
-. 
item was somewhat revealing of the · publ"ic· perception of school 
·· boards, their significance, and the desire on the part of•the 
. 4 ~ . . . . 
_.public to be kept abreast of. that body's decision-making 
~cess. It called for increased press coverage of all 
[ . .· ' -s~_ool .board meetings because·: 6 
• 
••• school boards operate with large 
·budgets, emp1oy many people, ·and make 
far-reaching decisions on the . .. 
.educational development of our children, 
and their welf-being .~ {Letter to the 
Editor, w.s. _ 12/13/83) 
Public . contributors to the press allotted th~ast 
• 7 . \ 
amount of their treatment to education in general, students, 
. . t 
and bussing. One might expect the public to devote little 
~ove\ge towar-ds __ education in gener~l _,_ instead choosing -~o 
dire~~ attention to~ards particular items of immed\ate 
: , 
r :Cncern. Inter~stingly, articles accounted for almost ~f 
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.r . 
' . .J; ., I < 
of total public comment to~ards education generally - by- far 
the largest proportion of all issues. One such article 
-
urged the Newfoundland public . to become· more involved in 
education • It .advised the Riggs and Crocker task force to: 
1 
••• acquaint themselves with public 
concerns for education in the province, 
and the additional responsibility to 
make·known to .the p6litical element 
what the publi6 wants for its youth. 
(Article, w.s. 3/08/79) . . · 
.. 
While the invest.igator anticip~ted .a s_mall amount of 
~J>ublic comment on education in ge~eral, the la-~k · of ~-tte~tion _ 
."' . . 
paid~o studen~s was completely unexpected. ' However, 
. ' . . ' •' 
students were tre·ated in the -most favourable manner of all 
i_ssues identified in this. analysis. For insta~ce, a parent, 
who had supervised the Grad~ 11 public examinations at a 
'. . 
• I 
. . 
part~cular. school, commented on how ... :.wel;L.-mannered and 
\ . I 
excellently · behaved"' (Letter to ~~- Editor, E.T;,. 7/01/80) 
( the students were. ' ( 
Bussing received just over three perce~t of public 
I' . 
comment on education, the least of all. The majority of 
\ ' . . 
. . 
thiS' treatJD~nt was in reacti~Jt ,to two stude~ fat~lities in 
bus-related incid~nt~-Two-th,ird&_ of the comments were of 
- j . ' 
a critical nature, incl ding the accusation tnat the 
! • 
authorities were' ;playing Russian roulette with the -lives• . 
of school children' (Letter to the Editor, E.T. 11/17/7~). ·'- •· 
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THe RelationshiP Between Public 
Comment and Press coverage 
\ so 
To ascertain the relationship between public comment 
and press coverage of educational issues, th~ two groups of 
. 
con~ributors were compared with respect to the extent and 
na~ure of the~r treatment. In addition, public comment and 
press ' coverage were aualyzed to asse.ss the, degree to which 
each of ~ese ·. components . ~.nstigated further discussion of 
the iss~es . raised. 
• J ~. ' 
I The Extent of Press Coverage ·. and Public Comment· ~ 
.Press coverage and public comment wer~ compared by 
.. : • 
tabulating" 'the total number of it~ms ·ciassified as being 
' . . 
't 
press/public vieWpoints - by newspaper, . and overall. Table 13 
contai~s these data. 
-~ As one might expect, the volume 'of public comment 
.. 
(495 items} exceeded press coverage (233 items) by better 
than· two to one :--· Public conunen t in the Daily News surpassed · 
press coverage of education only ·slfghtly, lOB to 101 items 
or 7.8 to•7.3 percent of total editions respectively~ , The 
' " ' ' Wes~ern Star published 90 items (6 .percent) of pub1ic comment 
I 
compared with 57 (3.8 percent) press initiated ·opinions. 
The Even'ing Telegram, although having only 75' (five pe.rcent) 
. . \ . I ' . ' . 
press items· o.n education, drew :almost four. times that aniourit · 
"PUblic comment, with 297 (19.9 percent) . 
" 
That most 
,J' .. 
contributed to .this newspaper roay be dU:e 
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TABLE 13 . 
. , 
comparison of . the' Extent of Press and 
Public Treatment of Education 
. . 
. .. 
Press Coverage Publ~c 
' _ N~eri· Percent of . Number· Publications j-• 
. . 
-101 ?·3 1.08 
.. 
75 5.0 '297' 
..._ 
. 57 3.8 .. ' 90. 
233 5.j • • 495 • 
-
( . I 
--·-------·-··· - -- ----~--
, .. 
-
\ 
Comment 
Percent of 
Publi_cations 
7.8 
19.9 . 
6.0 
11.3 
,. 
. 
.. 
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' 
to the fact that the Evening Telegram had the largest 
circulation of the three d~il'H!'S throughout this ·period . 
The extent of press coverage ·and public comment 
are COJ!Ipared for -each· yea'\ of th~ period in .Table. 14 • The 
firs~ year\O~~~consid~~able e~u~ional 
coverage by bo~h the press an~~e public. This:was due in 
large par~ to the debate over t~ planned reo~ganization of 
.. ' .'\ 
the senior ~ighJschool program, including the addit~on of 
' Grade 12. The volume of ·press coverage declined in each . of 
the succeeding years/ reaching . its. lowest level. in, 1982 . . ,_ 
• 
The" public paid. least att:enti.on to _education in 1~60, but 
increasin'g ~omits thereafter until a high was reached in 
. . . ' . ' 
1983. The high level of :both pres~ . coverage and pubiic 
comment in that year may ·be largely attributable to the 
teache~s' contract dispute and the closure of the -Province's 
'. 
schools. 
Issues Generatin~ Press Coverage,and Public Comment 
• Issue~ percei._ved ~s worthy ~ comment by the press 
and the pu6fic had so\n~ . simi-l._a~ities, ·with' the most .popular 
• • issues of both groups · varying little. Table is presents the. 
'rankings of issues, according to the ~ercent.agEi'--.of total 
---.-.-
coverage of ~ach· group. ... · 
F-rom the table, it can be seen ,-thatt teachet:~, · the · 
. 
curriculum·, and ~dmin~stration placed among the top four on 
both lists_, ·accounting for a· totai of 39.1 peJ'ce' of all · 
. ·~ .. ) .. 
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TABLE 14 
\ 
. ,.. 
. ' 
( . . .. . 
Comparison of Press/P~1ic-Treatment By Year 
... 
1979 1980 • 1981 1982 
/ . ': -
Pre'ss cov~rage 57 46 38 31 
iub1ic Comment 85 75 76 ' .89. 
"'"" . 
~ 
Tot~• · 142 1~1 114 120 
.. 
' 
. ~- .. .. 
.. 
-
: 
.• 
:. 
' .. 
• 
1983 
~ 61 
170 
231 
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TABLE 15 
Comparison. of Issues Generating 
Press Cover~ge and Public Comment 
,. 
' 
Iss~ 
Press Coverage ' Public Comment 
Percentage Rank ;,. Percentage R~k 
of Total 
_a_ of Total 
-
\. ~8. ~ ; Students 
' 
1 4.2 7 
Teachers I 16.3 " 2 34.8 1 
curriculum . 1:2.5 3 16.4 2 
Administrat:i.on 
-
'· 10.3 4 9.7 ~ 
Bussing 9.9 5 . 3.0 10 ~ 
Ed)l(:ation in General 8.6 6 4".2 7 
Finance 6.9 7 8.1 5 
Revised .High School 6. 9 ... . < 7 8.7 -. 4 
.. 
Other Issues 6.0 . 9 4. 2. 7 . . 
Denominational Educatl.on - 4_.3 10 6.7 · s 
• # .. 
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55 
-press coverage, and 60.9. percent of all public comment. A 
r marked difference in emphasis is evident ~tween press and. 
public treatment of student- and teacher-related issues. 
The press concentrated more .upon students (18.5 percent) than 
any other issue, while public comment on this issue rated 
.,.,. .. ~ .. -
second last (4.2 percent). The public directed more than 
.. 
one-third (34.8 'percent) of its comment towards teachers• 
_, issues, while the press allotted 16.3 percent of its 
.. ·-~ .... . . 
I 
.educational cov~rage towards teachers. Bussing was also 
trea~ed differently, accounting for almost 10 percent of 
press coverage-but only t~ree percent -of pub~~c comment. 
How~~~r, . apart from •the issues of teachers, 
' 
curriculum, and administration, the extent qf press coverage 
and public comment were a~mos~ indistinguishable from each ' 
other. In fact, the difference in the percentage of total 
coverage between them was less than two percent on adminis-
tration, curriculum, finan~;:e, -and the revised high school. 
The volume of coverage a:nd comment varied less. than three 
percent~on denominational education. 
The -Nature of Press coverage and Public Comment 
. '. 
The nature of ·press coverage and publ'ic comm~nt 
towards ~du~~ has .much to contribu~~ to an understanding 
. . ' ~ . ' . . 
• of the overal~tionship between th_e opinio_~s e~press~d 
by these two groups in the three daily newspapers of 
Newfoundland. Consequently, this section of the study seeks 
. . 
· to co~pare and contrast the nature of the overall treatment 
. ' 
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afforded education by newspape-r., -and by issue. The reader 
is again reminded of the inherent subjectivity involved fn 
' .. . 
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the classific~tion of_ items as being s4pportive, neutral, . 
' 
or critical • . For prec~s~ explanation of the criteria · 
. ~ 
utilized in determining. t4.e nature of opinions, please refer 
I ,.._' 
to' the Definition of Terms in Chapter I. 
The nature of press coverage and pubtic comm~nt is 
sumrnar i zed by paper i·~ Table 16, and· b'Y issue .in· Table 17. 
"' By newspaper, the views of the press .and the public were for · 
the most part very compat~ple. The 'grea;test dffference • 
'surfaced in th~ Daily News, with 12. 6 percentage points 
separating 'tile" supportive positions·tof the press ( 33. 7) : 
. . 
-
and the pub~ic (46.3). The neutral coiumn of this paper saw , 
. . 
a marked difference as well, ·wilh the PFess h~ving 13.9 . 
percent.. and the public 3. 7 percent. ·· 'The Evening Telegram 
. . . . . 
staff presertte#.2 .percent mor~ neutral·, ·2.5 perce~re 
)critical, and 6 .~7 ~er~;erit less . ~tipportive_ i -tems than its 
. . . 
contributing ·public. Press coverage in the Western Star was# •. ., . 
slightly more supportive,, more neutral, and less critical 
_towards educational issues than public comment contained 
• • 
therein • 
,. 
The variatio~ b~tween the nature of press coverage 
and pub.lic commen~ ~~~.s slight overa~l, although press · 
; ··t~:" ., ' 
coverage embodied ~re n~utral · expressions ,than did public 
.... ·--. =~ -
comment. As ~ell, the public tended to be more supportive 
of educabion than · the press. 
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TABLE l~ . _ .. ,. , -. 
The Nature of P~e~rage and 
PUblic CollliOOnt By Paper_ . 
! I \ 
Support1.ve -Neutral crl.tl.cal 
Pres• Publl.C Press Pub1l.C Press Publl.C 
7! 
'· 
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The immediately preceding paragraphs presented a 
' - . r 
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• comparison of press -coverage and public comment with respect 
. . . ""( 
t~overall treatment by newspaper. In 'examining the nature 
~ 
of the treatment' by i~su~., t~total (rather than particular 
• . , ' . d newspap~) coverage and publ1c comment were analyze • 
~able '17 pr~Aents this information . 
.. ... ' 
..,rress coverage and P!.lblic _comment .treate~ the issues 
. 
· of bussing,· curriculum, and ~tttdents in· a very similar manner 
. r' • 
throughout. ~On bu~sing, · t~e public ~uggested that ·~scho~ 
' .4 . . buses ~hould have . seatbelts" (L~tter to the · Editor, E.T. 
3/08/80) and the press proposed that government 'enact seat 
belt legi .. slation f~r sc.haol bu~se~(Editorial, E.T. ll_f4/83) . 
to. make the we~ring of them mandatory. Regarding cu~culum 
matters,· ~- western star contributcll,1rgued most 
. . . 
_ student~,~ practical and experience · approach would 
be much more sU:itab~e and beneficial" (Letter to the Editor, · 
I '- J . 
w.s. 3/~~~~) than the present emphasis on academics~ 
.... ._, . .• .• . 
Likew~se 1 an edi to_rial supported a move towards manual · 
. 
.o training 1 and cri:tic.i.zed the school system for students 
. : ~~ 
coming out ·of schools: ~ 
< 4 
.• 
1
• ·ae~ther as · products 07: dropouts . · ( 
• ~i th a ?a in fully weak .knowledge of tneir 
acad~mic ·aubjscts 1 _ and a~so completely 
ignorant 'of th~ · praotical kind of 
knowledg"e which -~an be.come so useful in . · 
conditioning -a studen~ for a career in 
technical work or useful ' in his 
everyday life·. ·'(Ed.~toria~, E.T. 4/30/79)". 
' .. 
~ ·-. 
' ; . ' ~ . "\ -..: 
The support gi~Em · ·students _\.s · ~videnced in a ·press .item which 
. ' stated that ..... a 
', 
child 'is entitled to his.pr her education, 
' ' . 
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TABLE· 17 
The Nature of~~.Press Coverage and 
-~ublic Conment By Issue 
' t 
' . . . 
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• I I' 
s ·upporti ve Neutral Cr~tical 
Press\ Publ~c Press Publ~c Press Publ~c 
51.2 57 .1 . 23.3 23.8 25.6 '19 .1 
23.7 55.2 31.6 '4. 7 44.] 40.],. 
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. .. \ 
and they should not be 1,1sed as pawns in any labor "dispute" .e; 
. " 
,._(Editorial, E.T. 7/30/79)'. Similarly, a parent blamed both 
• 
the NTA and tne Pr~vincial government during the ~.ispute for 
showing' ".~.no consiqeration for the children - the real 
..... 
losers" (Letter to the Editor, .E.T. 4/9/83. 
• • 
• As can be seen in Table 17, public comment was more 
. ., . 
. 
· supportive than press coverage towards ~he issues of 
administration, teachers, and the revised high school. For 
' t--
example, one public comment supported the administrative 
policy of t centralization because "the programs and the 
Q ' 
~ualiiy of instructi~n would suffer; (Article, E.T. 8/23/79) 
• 
.under. a system ighborhood schools. The pr~ss, however, 
., 4 
centralized schobls, "teachers depend, 
\ 
contended that in 
too much on facilitie~~u equipment to do their work for 
them, resulting in a loss of perso~ai. contact" (Article, D.N. • 
10/3/80). . \ . 
The percentage ot public items on t~achers dlassified 
as supportive more than doubled that of the press. 
f. 
. to one .public writer: 
i Teachers ' are ••• to transmit moral and 
spiritual energy through· the medium of 
enlightened instruction and personal 
influence. Therefore, the powers ~hat 
be should arm the teachers .with adequate 
power to deal appropriately with cases 
·of jttvenile discipline, and se~nd by he 
teacher at all costs. (Letter to the 
Editor, D.N. 8/19/81) 
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- . Press coverage has describea teachers as being 
.. : .. reasonably well-paid, and they 
'1lave advantages many other workers 
don 1 t enjoy, hheir recent actions 
l ·eave people \Jc;?ndering about t~eir 
commitment to £i\e profession, as 
compared to the conunitment to money 
. and working benefits. (Editorial, 
• 
w .s. 4/13/83) . ) . 
The revised high school was a hotl)(-debated 
. ~ 
--.....· 
61 
issue in 
the Province 1 s newspapers. Although the public artd the press 
,were genera~ly cr!tical. of the t~ing and manner of 
i 
introduction, the former contained a much larger·1p0rtitm of 
I 
supportive 'co~ents than the latter. 
. .. 
For instance, one public 
11 
comment viewed the introduction as 11 , •• a wise decision which 
will broaden the base of learning" (A~ticle, w'.s. 3/6/79), while 
.,f 
• 
the editor of the Western Star felt that 'the implementation of 
Grade 12 should be delayed' (EditoriH, W.S. 9/~2/79). 
~ On the other hand, the press tended to be more 
- . 
suppottive than the public towards denominational education 
and schoo.l finaric::;e . Al.l press coverage . towards denominational 
education was of a stro11gly supportive nature. Typi.c.:l press ~ 
. 
cornrl\ents were: 
• 
• 
I 
.. 
t 
I 
· · • i • .t_hat-,.~responsibility for the 
· · educa~·~· .c!'lildrt\.fl is where it shoul.d 
be, Wl.th tne churches - far and ... away the 
·. best educational system in this part of 
the world. (Editorial, O.N. 11/27/81) and 
f 
Anytime government starts to fool around 
with anything as important as the Schools 
Act, which among other .things· has to do 
with our denominationai ,system of education, 
[the Minister of. Education] can expect some 
people will react and question what is ' 
being done. (Editorial, D.N. 6/10/83) \ 
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Many of the public wri..ters felt. differently, however, with 
comments such as "the denominational system has ~tarded . 
the educational growth in Newfoundland , for years, and is 
still doing ' 80 11 (Lettc:fr to the Edi:tor, E.'T. 10/17/81,) and 
calls to 'bridal this dormant demon · denominationalism 
62 
, 
"' 
,.. 
before it's too late' (Letter to th!3 Editor, w .s. 2/15/79) • 
Regarding school finance, on~ editor felt that - 1; 
"education iS everybody I 8 bUSineSS I' therefore there 'ShOUld 
be few com:2.laints because we all mdit pay a ·scho~l t_a_~-
,./ . , . / 
(Editorial, E.T. 8/17/83). One public comment urged that 
.. 
"th~ outrageously costly and apparently unsatisfactory 
process of education is due for a radical change" (Letter to 
~ . . 
):he Editor, w.s. 5/22/81), while anothe.r complained about 
. ~f ' 
' .•• the practically' eve_ryday ringing of my doorbell by kids, 
~ . 
soliciting for their various- schools' {Letter to the Editor, 
' . 
D.N. 11/21/80). ( 0 
· Press COverage and Public Comrn~nt as Instigators 
It was hypothesized in Chapter I of this study that 
press coverage and publ.ic comment both acted as instigators 
_of further comment. This sectionftherefore examines in a ~ 
... 
.. 
., 
very preliminary way the ~xtent and nature of this interaction. 
. \ ,,. . ' 
The reader is advised that only items referring "directly and 
. . 
· ~~pl.icitly •to,previ~us1y _published opinions" J'ere included in 
this a1;1alysis. · . 
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' P~ess coverage and public co~ent as instigators were 
grouped according to the sections stimulat;ng additional 
contributiJns by n~~spaper. Table 18 presents these data. 
Overall, a total of 125 i terns of pr~ss coverage and 
public comment were directly referred/responded to py 
subsequent published opinions. Of this total, the vast 
' 
ciajority (96) fell with~ the publiC? realm, whil'e only 29 
.· ' . 
press ins t~ga tors were id_e!'l tJ, fie'. Press coverage' resulting 
in further co~enl was divided fairly evenly between 
editorials (15)_ and columns · (14}, where~s public comment· 
~enerating additional contributio~s saw letters to the editor 
(82) exceed articles (l4) by a wide margin. 
By ~wspaper, th~ Dail~News press coverage generated 
the greatest response (13), followed by the Evening Telegram 
(11), and the Westarn Star a distant third (5). ..,. . Inc~dently, 
this proport~on of rurther comment generated a~ a result of 
• pre~s coverage closely resembles the extent of press coverage 
j 
\ 
devoted to educatioh by ea~h of the three dailies. Public 
~ . I 
comment in the Daily News J'nd the Western Star were almost 
identical (22 and 23 items respectively) in instigating 
~ . 
~ additional comment. However, in term~ of stimulating further 
~ 
responses, public comment in the Evening Telegram was highest, 
accounting foreft:>_re than 40 percent of the overall total, 
... 
with 51 ~terns. Such a high number could have been expected 
in~iew of the fact tnat there were many more item$ of public 
comment. ~n the Evening Telegram than in the other newspapers. 
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'\ TABLE ·1a 
Volume of . . . ... .... ... 
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• < 
: Paper A · B c 
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Daily News ~ 4 9 13 ·' 
- . _ .... \ .. . .... •'&I 
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Items By Paper 
D E F 
.. 
•2 20 22 
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. · ... . 
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On~specific aim of this study was to examine the 
degree. to which-press coverage and public comment incited 
further comments from each other. Table 12 addresses this 
• 
question • 
Press coverage did not serve to directly instigate 
any further press coverage, but public comment 'did _result 
in a significant number (80) of additional comments from 
- --- the public. With .regards to one grou~· influencing the other, 
. ' 
press cov~rag~generate~ 29 (28 letters to the edito~, one, 
column) responses from the public •. For example, a Daily News 
editorial of March 31, 1981 warned of a possible teachers' 
I • ' / 
strike; which would be ,a struggle for P.Ublic suppor·t:· On 
April 18th, the Minister of Labor and Manpo~~wrote that 
the editorial in question was irresponsible, and he accused . + 
the editor of ".~.fostering labor st~ife ~nd showing 'your 
political bias" (Letter to tbe .Editor, D.N. 4/18/81). ;( ) ' '-
_ Public.comment, on the other hand, drew. answering 
y- • 
.._cov~r~gi f \lom ~~- .press on 16 (14 editorials, two columns) 
o1cas1ons. -.The J~nuary lS, 1992 edition of the Qaily ·News 
pril)ted «;\ letter which attacked · creationism as being· " ••• . -.· 
-
\outright fantasy and nonsens~" (Letter to the Editor, .o.N • 
. , . 
l/15/82). The writer felt that the State should be -able to 
decide what is taught in the schools. In perhaps the 
fastest response to any letter ' to the editor, the editorial 
' . ~ 
of the same- day voiced· strong dis7eement with_that w~ite:~ 
~ . . 
and gave "Thanks to Go~ for the denornina~ional sys·tem.of • 
education"we have in this province" (Editorial, D.N. 1/15/82). 
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Comparison of ·Instigatin~ t'tems By Section 
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. . 
· To determ~ne the nature of responses to items 
previqu~~y published in these newspapers, each of the 125 
r~~ponses were classified as being either in· agree~~n~, or 
disagreement with· the instigating item to which it referr~d~ 
There was li.ttle difficulty in perfoming this as~ect of the 
analysis, .for when· writers explicitly referred to previously 
. '· 
. · ... , 
published .-L terns., they had no qualms about stating the nature 
11 
of their position iJL..rela.tio,n-±.o-tbat-o-f-~&-earl-ie-r-write,.r~.----~ 
- --- - .-- - --· 
-
' ""\ 
. . 
Table 2Q presents these . da, ta. 
In. this instance 7 th \. I nature of responses by the 
i · \ 
pr~ss and the . public yaried consi~rably • Press coverage) in 
. . 
response to p~eyious . writi ~~ te~~d :to . b~very m~ch in . · 
~g~eem~nt with .the instiga ing 'it~~,~f.~i~ 1,0 out of ·16 o~ 
. 6~ .. 5 pe~cent ·o~ ~he respo4s~.s .. cl~arl~. · ~onburr·i~g ~·~th .~he .· . 
previous opinion. Thes~ ~wo examples are t .. ypj.cal of such 
inte.ractions { Dr. Line _gar wrote ~ letter to the edi'=.or 
voicing , oppositio~ to an NTA resolution regarding a progr~ 
• • • '• t. • 
.. . 
of ,family planning ~~~- sex education (Letter 'to the Editor·, 
D.N. 3/05/82). The next ed.ition'soedi.torial agieed with Dr. 
. "' LinE!gar's po'sition, and claimed .that "there is . no moral sex 
• • 
outside .of marri~~.~'! (E~ito.rial, D.N • . 3/06/8,2). On August 7, 
..... . . _· .:.· ' . .. 
· 1979 an article published in the Western Star proposed a 
. .. , shorter summer~ hollday with more· breaks throu~hout the .yea~ 
' ~ 11 ' ' • 
' . 
· because "students forget on·vacation" (Article, W •. s. 8/07/79). 
. . 
' The editor of that daily was quick ~ to.respond to the article, 
, ·~ . . 
and even went . fu~th~r in s~~gesting "a ·two. week break after 
•• 
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. -
eveJ:i--three Jnonths of school" (Editorial, W.S. 8/08/79). 
.. . . 
The 
. 
editor felt this new schedule would help prevent 11unlearning 11 • 
by students • 
. Responses by the pub.l..ic, however, were ove,he~tning~y 
in disagreement wi'th the instigato\1:'. In fact., 82 out of i'09 
. 
or 75.2 percent of the respt?n'di.ng public voiced disagreement 
with the initial opinion. An Evening Telec;rrarn edito}...al 
~ 
~ntit1ed "Pushi~g tqe Panic BuJ.on" criticized the closing ·of 
schoo1~ in anti~:lpation of .a . forecasted storm that never came 
., . . ( ·. . 
(Editorial; 3/0l/80). On March 12th a let,ter to · the e.ditor .· 
disagreed w.ith ''tha·t editorial, . and defend:d ~e de~~~-~9_D t() __ . 
close the. schools bec~use ... i ~ • s be~ter ~. be s.afe than ·sorry" 
• • I • •' • • • ' • • ,• 
_ (Letter to the Edi. ~Qr, ·.'3/12/eo.) . 
Duri:ng the 19~3 teachers • contract negotiations· a 
•. 
substitute teacner. from F<;>rtune wrote (regarding . government Is 
.~intention' to reduce the s~laries of s~stitute ·te~cher·s) that 
. ~. ~· .~ trained person is required, .and~ s.u.re~y a · trained salary 
. ·. 
should be paid~ pot a .-· po~tion" . (Le.tt~r ·to. the· Editor, D.N. 
·4/04/83). Th~s statement drew a respon.se from the. Premier 
• w ' 
himself,' who wrote . in . a ·lett·er ·to the · editor published t'hree 
~ - - . ' - . . .. ' . 
4ays ·later~ that i• ••• in no pro:vince ·ia ' the rate of pay · [for 
. .• . 
s~sbl=tute teache'rsJ as high ~s ~n Newfoundfand" ,(L~tter to 
# 
t!f"e · Editor, n.·N, · 4/07/83). Comprised of a large number of 
. . - ,. . ' ~ 
similar interactions through the press, more tha~ 70 perCeJ)t 
·1 
of the total responding comments were critical of the 
instigfltor• s opinion. 
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· This chapter focused on public comment on education .. 
<C 
and its relationsh~p to press coverage;. Letters . to the 
.... ' 
editor and articles deal~ng ~ith education'al matters wex;e 
contained in 11.3 percent of all publications: PUblic 
I ,' . ~ 
,/c;omm~nt dire.~~most .,?·f its·.- attenti_o~ tow~rds teaqhers.,· ~~e 
curriculum~ ~nJl. school aaministrati~:>n, . ahd · ieast t~wards 
• \ • :· • •• ~'~~-~· • • -:. - ••• • • .... • 'I • • • ••• ' ·~ : • : • . • • • • • 
··· . 
educati6n in ·general, .. students and ' b~ssing. _ Overall. public , .. 
co~~-nt .. w~s cla~slfl~d· as ;·-b·~~~~-:~re . _ c·;itic·~~ ~ tha~ .. s~pp~rtl·~~.·, ~ .. 
0 
• 
0
' .. f 0 I 
0 
• 
0
' o 
0 
, , < 
. The · _.·pW,)~i.c t~nd.~d ·;·to·· b·~ . s~~~o-~ti~e .. of .'~tu~~:n·t~ -~n·~ - ~~~ch~~-s, ' . 
~ .·-,· .• • • ·•• • •• . ' • f . • : ' \ .<. : ·,. ... .,::. .. ·. ~ -- ; .· . . .. : · : ~ ·: ,: . . . · .' . . 
~ut · c:ritical of_ ~e ·I;evised .hi<jb .schoc;il, . fipa;nce, . bu~s.ing, 
. . . ' . ' . . . . . ' .... . .~ .·. ' . . . . :; ... . .' ,' ... · .. ' : . . ·, .. ' . . . 
., and the c·urriculuin. · The'. Evening '.Telegram .c6ritilined more than · 
:. . . . . . . . . . ;:_:" ,_.· .~··:: .. _:· .. · .. ·: . .:· ·.:. ~~ . "-: .:·::: ~":· ·.: -; ~ \ . ... ·.: '' · . . - . ·' 
: ha1f· of all · pub+io ··co~en~-~ fol~owed~ bf' ·:the.• Daily News and the · . . 
I 
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7 . . :' : · •· ·, . • . • • · ' ..... . . . • . • . : . . . . . • . . - ~ . . . . • . 
.: .· Western· st·ar. 'l'l}e· nature··.of. · this t:reatrnent :varied little · .: · .· / · .. · . . , 
.; · . · .· ... .. .. ~ - · ... · ·.· · .·: ... ·· ' · . ·. ·.· . ·.: . . . · .. · . . · · . · : ·. · · .·;· 
.. . ·
.. . 
.. 
.. · 
.. among ·the . contx;ibuto:ts of . the ·different newspapers. . · 1. 
• . ' • . • . . . • ' . • . • • • i 
. . . . . . . . .. ' ' . . . ~ . . . . . 
. '. · -T~e- ~ol~e :-~~: -~ub~l~c .. cc:!\-~nt rn~~e ~ha~ d~~led ·t}\e ·. : .. 
.total. . press cov_;.ra9e· on - ~aucat~on"_ · a~th · 9;-~ups were _quite· 
' col\lpar~ble ·fri :.the pr~p~~.t-io'n .of cov~_ra~e dire~t~d .toward~ ... -· .: 
• ' • • • 0 • " • ' • 0 • ••• ~ • • • • • : ' ' • • • •. • • • : • • • : •• , . i' • 
pa.rticular · is.sues. -!~1 though · the'· -~yer~ll ~ nature, 9f. the 
. . . . . • .. ... . : . . . . . .. ·. .. . ~· .. . 
tr.eatment w~s very -simii~_r . . l?Y th~ Pr:~ss ' _and the publ~c, the 
. . .• ' . . . . .. . . ·..: . . . ; ~ ' ' . : .. . . - . ' 
. · fornte:r ·tended ··to be .more neutral·( .less critical and ·less· 
. ~iippor:t.iv~ ·t~~an ' ~~ft· - ~a~~~r·. -~~~a· ·th~~, 17 .. p.erce~t of .total 
., 
.  
. . . . . .· . . . . . 7 . . . • c : 
~ item's were·. found ·. to ~cl-~arly _. in.sP.StJli·ve · ~f furth~r · comment.~-. · : ' · 
. . . . - ' . 
More · than . three-quarters- Of these w~re . pu.bliq, p.~ opp.o~ed. ta · . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . .l. ··. q 
· ·pres~ , contributions, ~lthough press. cov1Pg~~e~ulted ~n · ·· · ·. : : .: 
' . . . ' . : : J .. ' .. ·: . ' • ~ t> ' • .. . :: • • ' " • • 
more responses · from· the public· . than vice~versa.· Press . , _. · (-'.' · 
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respol)ses. !ended· to be much mC>re 
... 
.\r 
~n- agreement· wi~h 
' . 
•• 
. ·, """ 
the 
' -.i~stigating i te'ms than public res~onses·... Ge~fi!raily . 
....,_. ' • . ·! , • 
~ - - ., . . . 
·:speaking, . responding con t;d.bu tors predominantly . voiced . 
. , . ..., _ · ~\,·c. .. . · · •• 
oplni~ns- that were contrary to thos~ expres§ed };)y· the 
iristfgat<:>rs • 
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I CHAPTER V 
: ~ . \ 
SUMMARY·, DISCUSSION, AND HtP.LI.cATIONS 
... 
. Purposes and ;Procedures 
\ " The proble~-- a~dre~sed by ,th~s study .was two-fold, 
'oV • 
and -was conside:r:ea in terms·. of the following two genera~ 
quest~o~~ .an"ci · the more a·pecific ~nquiries 'contained in 'ach: 
. . 
, 
.J 
.. 
.. 
._2 • 
~ 
What is the nature of pr~ss coverage of 
education? 
, • What was the extent of press · cove~age 
·education over the period? 1 
. ' ' 
of 
• 
.._ .Which patticular issues generatikl most 
,coverage? " 
. . 
How did the press•treat education generally 
and .sp_ecific ~ssues in partic~lar? .. 
- What are the similil_rities/differenc'es in 
. . .,.,treatment of education by the different 
newspapers? 
' , ;Wha~ is~~e·natuk~ Of public comment about 
education and·what is the relationship between 
I ' • } 
p4blic comment and press coverage? 
- What was the extent of' _publi'c comrnen~ on 
. ' ~duca~onal issues? I 
• 
.\ - - What·is~ues in education were addressed most 
' . 
. , frequently by ·the~ubl~? 
... 
- Was public ·o'onunent about· education gene.rhlly 
,.....,... .... .::...... .. . ~ . 
aupportive,·neutral, or critical? 
~· · 
• 
( 
. . 
· ll 
To· what extent are ~sftions espoused by the 
. . . 
publi~ compatible w\th · thoae. of the press? . 
'l'o what deqree doea preee 'coverage resultA{ 
~ publi.c comment and vice-versa? 
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•. 
To aaswer these questions, . the opinionated sections 
(editorials, columns, letters ~o the editor 1 and general news 
0 .. 
artlcles) were read in all 4381 issues of the three gaily 
newspapers of Newfoundland and Labrador - The Daily News, 
'The Evening Telegram, and The Western Star - .. during the 
.. 
·~· 'five-year period co~encing' Janua~y- 1: 1979 'and concluding 
·December 31, 1983. ' This mass of comment ~as surveyed in 
order to describe the nature of the treatment on · various 
educational issues. To facilitate the sort-ing of th1s 
materill, each item was placed into one of these 10 
categories: administration, · bussing, curriculum, 
· denomination~l education, education in g.eneral, fi~e, the 
revised high school, ytudents 1 teachers, and other_ issues.· 
This pro·cedure enabled -&he data to be gro~ped rape. atedly in 
. \ . 
/ 
1 various combina~ons to permit ready analysis of the .. ··"\ 
, . ... '~-.... 
information .ffom different perspectives. 
• 
\ 
The Findings 
Press oatment of Education 
Chapter III provided an analysis of data gathered· 
~ 
concerning the nature of press coverage of education. A 
total of 233 items appeared in the 4381 editions, for 5.3 
• 
percent of all publications. This includ~d 195 editorials 
and Jb columns. The volume of edu.cat'ional coverage also 
:varied. from year to year. The period CQmmenc•d with a 
' great ~eal bf preaa ooverago {52 editorial• a~d . five.ool~) 
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t 
concerned with education.· In 1982 there- were 26 editorials 
' and five columns, or_ slightly rnc;>re than half the 1979 total. 
~ng the conclu.ding year of the p~riod, press coverage 
1
reached its highes~'1evel, with 61 ite~s dealing wit~ 
education. 
The bulk" of press treatment was directed towards the . 
• issues of students (18.5 percent), teachers (16.3 percent} 
• 
and the curriculum (12.5 percent). Educational issues 
stimulating least pres~ attenti9n included the revised high\ • 
. \ 
school (6.9 percent), fina~ce (6.9 percent) and denominational 
education (4.3 percent). 
io ,, . 
Overall press treatment of education was of a 
critical (51.9 percent), rather than a supportive (35.6 
percent) nature. Coverage was especially supportive of 
' ............... 
t 
denornina~ional education (100 percent), · . education in general 
(65 percent), and students (51.2 percent). Press treatment 
was most critical of the curriculum (75 ~ 8 percent), the 
~ 
revised hig~ school (q5 percent), adrninis~tion (75 percent), 
'-
and bussing (73.9 percent). ·' 
The percentage of total coverage devoted to 
~ducation was highest in the Daily News (7.) percent), 
followed~y the Evening Telegram (five percent)., and the 
Western Star ( 3. 8 percent) • Generaily sp~king, each of .... 
the three newspapers allotted a comparable amoun~ of 
attention to the various issues. Issues related ·to 
, \ 
toachora and· the curriculum rated at or near the top of all 
• 
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three lists, while denominational education, Gr-ad~ f2, 
The ~ree 
~ 
and 
finance tended to receive little attention. 
.,.,. 
dailies were similar in their criticism of administration 
and the curriculum, and denominational 
educat~., The remaining issues. 
---
d a~y clear consensus, 
with various ~oritbina tions /criticism among the 
( 
I •• 
< • 
f hJee. 
•• 
~ 
Public Comment and Press Coverage 
Chapter IV examined the nature of public comment on 
education, and the relatiqpship-between public comment dnd 
press ·coverage. To this end, the extent and nature of public 
4 t. 
comment (as expres~ed in letters to the editor and· general · 
' . 
news articles) were analyzed, followed by a comparison of 
these results with corresponding data gatHered in Chapter III. 
Public comment on education totalled 495 items 
appearing in -4381 editions, or 11.3 percent of all 
publication~. The volume of public comment fluctuated 
somewhat over the five-year ,period. There were 85 items of 
public comment on education during 1979, ~ut the number 
dropped to the lowest level of the period the following ! 
year, with 75. From 1981 onward, _tne a~unt increa~ed 
annually, culminating in the hi~~est tota~ of the pe riod in 
1983',, when 170 items we~.\e \o. n~ributed to
11 
.. the t(ree 
newspapers. , 
~ 
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Public comment ·directed most of its atten~ion· 
' towards teachers !34.8 percent), the curriculum (16.4 ' 
percent), and school administration (9 .,7 percent). Issues 
' . ! r~eiving least comment.include~ educat~on in general ·(4.2 
•• J / percent), students (4.2 percent)., and bussing (three 
pe •• · ' 
I Overall public 
i - . 
• 
• 
comment was classifi~d as 42 perc~nt 
supportive, 5~. 7 percetlt critical,, anti 5~~ ·percent neutral.-
. • • t 
Educational issues treated most critically include~ the 
--
revised high school (74.4 percent), finance (67.5 percent),· 
busslng (66.7 percent), and the curriculum (64.2 percent}. 
, 
Public contributors tended · to be supportive of students 
(57.1 ~ercent) and teachers _(55.2 percent). 
The Eveninq Telegram contained more than half of all . 
\ . / . 
public comment on education, followed by the Daily News and 
the Western Star. 
, . 
On the · whole, the proport·ion o'f p~lic 
comment directed 
greatly from one 
was denominational 
. • I 
Daily News, sixth i 
Western Star. 
in the nature of 
I 
newspapP'll. 
~.., ... ,-. 
--·.---
•• 
s particular issues did not v~ty 
another.~· One notable exc.eption 
..J 
which ranked third in the 
thel~v,~ning Telegram, and ~· th in the 
~ I ' 
. ' . 
there was no significant "ari_ation 
... 
omments contained in the different 
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' . 
r • The volume of .. c comment (495 items) more than 
• doubled the total pres\ coverage .(233 items)' on education. 
... The Daily News contained the greatest amo.unt of press 
coverage' while the Evening Telegram d~w the largest number 
• 
• ~f p~blic comments. By 1issue, both the press and ~e public 
I 
I 
placed much emphasis upo~ teachers, the curriculum,.and 
school adrninistratio~. The greatest contrast related to 
st;udents • issues, rated first by the press ( 18·. 5 percent) 
and second last by the public (4.2 percent). On most issues, 
however, the amounts of press coverage·and ·public comment 
~· I were quite comparable. 
. 
The nature of the treabnent of education was very 
similar by both groups. Nevertheless, press coverage tended 
to be more neutral and less supportive than public· comment. 
By issue, the press was more-critical of school administration, 
te~hers, and the revi'sed high school, but more supportive of 
.. ' ' r- . , 
' denominationa! education, education in ge.neral, and . finance 
~ . ,. 
than was public comment. Remaining issue~ 'were treated in A 
very compatible fashion'by both groups. .. 
·Of the 728 items of press coverage and public comment . 
identifi.J!d in the 'three daily' ne~7pers durin~]\ the period, 
125 were found to be clearly inst~gative of further comment . 
. - \ More than three-quarters of tnese were public coptributions. 
Press coverag~ r~:ulted in rnoro responses from the public 
r ·· ~29) than vice-y~rsa (16}. In addition, press responses 
, ' I 
. .t / tende~ .• to be more in agreement with the in~.tigating items· 
( 62. S percent) than were public -response's (24. 8 percent) • 
.. __ ..~,. _____ ._ 
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J 
Overall, more than 70 percent of the re~ponding itern~ _ were 
• J 
critical of the instigating opinion. . / 
' Discussion of the Findings 
Changing conditions of the late 1970's and the early . 
1980's had, and .are continuing to have, a profound impact 
'~- ..... " 
. 
upon education in Newfoundland and Labrador, 
I 
First, there:; 
was the economic recession with resulting government 
restraint·policies. There was also the Canadia~ Constitution 
\ debate: which some interpreted as posing a· threat to 
' 
Newfoundland's denominational system of educat~on. In 
addition, there wer~ges ,in edu.cation itself, _ includipg1 
the Provincial Governme~s decisio~ to reorganize the senior 
high school program with the implementation of Grade 12, th~ 
declining student population, and the closing of the Province'~ 
schools due to a teachers' contract dispute. Each of these 
. . 
factors played a role in raising ' education to the forefront -
, of public consciousness. It is within this context that the 
• 
press coverage and public comment on education,)which was 
/ . • analyzed in the present study, were published in 
. ' Newfoundland's daily newspapers • 
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Press Treatment of Education 
• Education -was eovered by~the . press in just over fiv~ 
. ' . 
percent of all editions of the Province's three dailies. 
While it is beyond the scope of this study to asses~ this 
. (' . . 
level of coverage as bei'ng little or great, .fr..~ay be s_~fe 
to · say that (in view of the extraordinary issues and forces 
4 
prevalent during the period) this amount was not indicative 
of "normal" pr.ass coverage. In fact, this period may have 
witnessed the fighes.t volume of press coverage of educational 
issues ·in Newfoundland's history. 
Press,coverage was mostly conc~rned ~ith students, ; . 
teachers, and the curric~l_um. Since' these are arguably the 
" main components of any educational system,. such emphasis is 
to be expected. There were indications that members of the 
\ . 
press did not feel sufficiently informed to take firm 
positions in their treatment ·of · some issues. con_sequently, 
'the press devoted relatively little cover.age t·o the revised 
high school and school fin~nce. The press tended to be 
' 
critical of most issues raised, andt this may ~ccount for the 
. . ..... 
small number of items directed towards denominational · 
education, Whenever the denominational system was addressed 
by the press, the cove rage was entirely supportive. , 
The Daily _News had tho greatest percentage o f press 
coverage devoted to education, followed by the Evening· 
'Telegram and the Western Star. 
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The writer discovered no 
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apparent reason for this disparfty-, other than the fact 
that the latter two dail±es were part of a ~ewspaper.chain 
j 
(with. access to synd.icated press coverage), while the Daily 
80 
News was a l~cally-owned, independent publication. Although 
/·. ' # ....,. 
~ the volume varied, the thtee daily newspapers exhibited , 
much similarity · in the distribution o.f their coverage over 
the various issues, as well as in the nature of such 
treatment. 
Public comment and Press Coverage 
People contribute· to the opinionated sections of ~ 
newspapers for a variety of reasons. Most feel strongly 
particular issue and , wish to "put in their two!cents 
Political decision-makers sometimes ·avail of an 
opportunity to publicly justify their positions, and certain 
~ . 
intere9t groups contribute numerous items· and sometimes 
create a false show. of strength on particular issues. 
Although these considerations cast some doubt as to the 
'J .. -~~-e~tent to which public· comment is z.:epresentative of overall 
public opinion, the source remains valuable. Public comment, 
as expres_sed in letters to the editor and articles, :serves 
\ 
to bring issues into' th!3 public forum, and the views 
.• , . . 
~contained therein p~ovide.some insight as to how and w~y 
certain people feel -as they do. ~owards certain things. In ... • 
· addit'i~n, , mernbeJ;~i · of •. -~~ general public read, a~d are 
influenced by, the1~opini011a expre.aaed in· the da-~ly newapapJra. 
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Public comments on education, contained in ove~ 11 
percent of all publications, were made within the same 
• . I 
context as pr~ss coverage •. Accordi~gly, the volume may have 
,· been u~characteri~tically high .dbe to the par~iqular 
attr:i.butes of the five-year period selected for this study •• 
The volume and~atur~of public comment closely _~ 
resembled t:at of .the pres~. The inajofity of. ptiblic-comm~~ 
. . (, wa~ dire~ted ,wards teachers, ·the .curriculum, and · 
administration, with comparatively little atten~on being 
. paid to students"d"d b'ussing. The most glaring difference 
' in emphasis between press coverage and publ.ic comment' 
( ,I 
•· • 
concerned students - ranked first in volume with press 
coverage, but second last with public comment. 
' The opinionated sections of•. these daily newspapers · • 
served as · a forum' in which ideas, information, and points 
• 
of .view concerning educationAl issues were addressed by the I! 
two groups. Investigation of these sections revealed that 
public comment and press coverage a~e intimately and 
i .nextricably connected, as demonstrated by ·the near-parallel 
' 
treatment of ed~cation, in b'oth volume and n·ature, by the 
... ' . 
two divisions of contributors • The interactive relationship·~. 
. ,
between tQe press and the public was further exemplified by 
.,_ 
the ~·ar' tu.irnber of instances in whi~h each ~roup directly 
instigated addition_!,J....ds~onses in subsequent publications. 
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Implications for Educators . 
. . 
The findings of 
for all involved in the 
educators should: 
' ' 
this study~nave serious .. implications 
educa~ion~~~ocess· . . Jn particular, 
. •: 
.. 
. , 
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\ . 
l. Seek .to cultivate an .awareness' 'o~ _ the ;public · ~_ : .. '/. • 
'' 
viewpoint, for no 
~ , 
oq.e ·whose reSJ?On.sibili ties are to· the 
.· . 
public can afford 
. . . . • r . , 
to be ignorant 6~ what the pubi~c thinks. / 
• =--::::--Consta.~t . examination of newspaper coverage would 'be. one way 
o_f achieving such awareness. 
2. Be willing to ~tudy and evaluate all forms of: 
• 
' 
criticism, w~t}l conscious ef.fjit to pttt aside J?ias anci ~s~lf-
interest in order · that the fuiT irnplic~tion ol the· crit~·~isrn 
may ·be realized~ 
V' I 
~. Recognize· the successful implementation of:; 
I 
inno~ations (new eduC'ational policies, new cou~ses of .'study, 
. new methods _, · etc~) dep~nd to· a certain· extent on public • 
' , 
support. This calls for· including in every new'proj~ct a 
. . ' 
plan for obtaining the necessary supporting ~ublic 9pinion. 
4. · Set up information bureaus, preSS COnfe'renCeS 1 
> ~ 
and other means 
. .. .. . / 
whereby valid information ' about school 
. 
~ 
' 
activities are more accurately diss~min~ted to the general 
public • . 
~ 
s. Encourage_ and . ~ssist the press in an attempt to. ,. 
·r increase and improve· the volume and 'nature of, its coverage 
' I 
. . of educa tibnal fssues. I I I ... 
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new. g;-o';lild in This study -.w~s an ende~your to break 
{ ·, . 
educational research•. As ·in any ·pioneering venture, the 
. 6 . 
. . . 
. ., . . . . 
methodology -and·data analysis rna~ b~ ~efined in f~€her· 
. Und~r.taking_.s. ·. ) 7. · . . · _. . . · . : 
As 8 iesult of• thls. research, it is .,~'geSted,.thaf · • 
. any additional, related i?vestig.ati_o.!!- be direct~d at . an · 
. . . . . . . ·.· . 
exa~nati~ of press coverage and public comment· concerning 
specific educational issu~s, rather.than' an overall analy~is; 
. . . . . 
' ' 
Researchers seeking to utilize radio open-:line _talk · 
. ,• . . . . 
, , I • 
shows as a forum of public debate are advised of the .standard 
policy of destroying tape~ , of such -discussions a~ ~he end _ of 
~ I 
each 30-day period • 
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AP.PENDIX A 
PILOT RESULTS 
EDITORIAL COVERAGE OF EDUCATION t 19 81} 
' 
·na1.1or News Even~g Telegram Western . Stiar 
Number · Percent Number Percent Nmnber Percent 
3 13.6 
0 
-
~ 4 18.2 
0 
-
1 '4 .5 
J · 13;.6 
2 9.0 
7 Ji.a 
1 , 4;5 
1 ' .. --r.s- . 
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Number· Percent ' { 
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APPENDIX B 
~ PILOT RESULTS . 
i . 
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• LETTERS TO . THE EDITOR (1.9 81) · 
Dail T News 
-
Issue ; N1llllber Percent 
17.16 
. . 
Adml.nistration ' 3. 
Boundary Changes 0 
-
curriculum · 2 11.7 
Denomiriat.iona1 Educat~ion .. 1 ~5. 8 
Finance 3 17.b 
Higher EdQcation "3 .• . ·l.7.p 
School Buss~g 0 -
Teachers 1 . . 5. ~ . 
Education in General . 0 . -
23 "~ l Other Issu~s 4 ' 
Totals -. :: 17 . . , 10.0.) 
' 
. . 
... 
. , 
' . 
\; 
-~ -- -- .. 
• 
Even1.nq Telegram · 
N__ \Utll:)_e r 
4 
0 
2 
4 ' 
2 
2 
0 
8 
~ 
4: 
. J ~ 
'29 
. ,. 
./ 
Percent 
. 
.. 
.. 
. 13. 8 
' 
-
.. 6. 8 
13.8 
6". 8 
6.8 
.. 
-
27.5 
13.8 ... 
10. 3 .' ' 
100.9 
~ 
"/ 
. I 
i . 
I 
r 
/ 
I 
. I I , 
---------. ~--- . · ··-- .!.. ' .• 
. t / 
Western Star 
Number Percent· 
1 6.2 
o · . . 
-
3 I .1.8. 7 . .. 
.1 1 6.2 
1 ·. 6.2 
. 1 6.2 
. . 
~ 12.5 
.4 .· 25.0'""' ~ 1 6.2 . 
\~ 12.5 100.0 
< . 
.... 
(' 
/ " 
. 
1· • 
. 
· ·Totals 
Number 
8 
0 
.7 
. 
6 
6 
6 
2 
~ 13 ..... . 
5 
.9 
62 
. Percent 
o. .. 
12.9 
-
. i1. 3 
9 .• 6 
9.6 
· 9.6 
3..-2 
20 .• 9 
8.]. 
'14.5 . 
100.0 
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· ·t 
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